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 Hematopoiesis is the process of differentiation from hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) into mature 

blood cells. Once a multi-potent stem cell has been influenced by intrinsic (transcription factors) or 

extrinsic (cytokines and micro-environmental) factors, it undergoes a loss of lineage potential and become 

committed to a cell lineage or lineages. Differentiation from multipotent HSC into functional T, B, or 

Natural Killer (NK) cells consists of passage through intermediate progenitor stages prior to becoming a 

mature lymphoid cell.  

 This thesis examines the process of lymphoid differentiation using several different aproaches. The 

majority of my research has focused on the identification of a functionally and molecularly distinct stage 

of early human hematopoietic commitment. This stage of commitment corresponds to the loss of 

erythroid and megakaryocytic potential while maintaining the capacity to generate all cells of the 

lymphoid lineage and the monocytic/macrophage cells of the myeloid lineage, going against the model of 

hematopoiesis that the earliest lineage decision bifurcates lymphoid potential and myeloid-erythroid 

potential. These progenitors are distinctive from all previously identified human lymphoid-committed 

progenitors, in that this population lacks the cell surface antigen CD10 and therefore does not have a bias 

toward B cell potential and minimal T and NK cell potential. These cells are functionally analogous to a 

population of cells described in mouse, the Lymphoid-primed Multi-Potent Progenitor (LMPP), and both 

the mouse LMPP and our novel human LMPP are strong candidates to be thymic seeding cells. 

 In the second part of my work, we applied the identification of the human LMPP progenitor 
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population in normal BM to the clinically relevant question how the lack of IL2RG signaling affects the 

regulation of the lymphoid commitment. In humans with X-linked Severe Combined Immune Deficiency 

(X-SCID) a null mutation of the IL2RG gene results in an inability to differentiate or function in response 

to multiple lymphoid cytokines resulting in an absence of peripheral T and NK cells, and present but 

functionally impaired B cells. In contrast, mice lacking IL2RG signaling are fully unable to develop B 

cells, with deficits in the early stage of B cell commitment. The in-progress studies described in this thesis 

demonstrate that the earliest stages of B lymphoid development are unaffected by defects in IL2RG 

signaling in these human patients. These results demonstrate the critical differences between 

lymphopoiesis in mice and humans, and the importance of overcoming experimental hurdles in order to 

directly investigate human lymphoid commitment. 

 The third part was of my work was done in collaboration with others, examinig factors that 

influenced thymic entry in a murine transplant model.  Differentiation of progenitors into T lymphoid 

cells is a multi-step process in which T cell precursors receive critical extrinsic signals in the thymus to 

undergo the beginning stages of thymocyte development. In comparison to adults, neonatal mice have 

stronger thymocyte proliferation and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) dependent angiogenesis 

in the thymus. Neonatal mice undergo more rapid thymic reconstitution than adults post-transplantation, 

even when BM engraftment is minimal and in the absence of pre-transplantation radiation. We show that 

inhibition of VEGF prior to transplantation prevents rapid thymic reconstitution in neonates, but has no 

effect on thymic reconstitution in adults. These data suggest that the early radiation-independent thymic 

reconstitution in the neonatal host is mediated by VEGF, and reveals a novel pathway that might be 

targeted to improve immune reconstitution post-transplantation.  

To summarize, the body of this thesis examines the stages of lymphoid differentiation in several 

contexts: normal human hematopoiesis, dysfunctional human hematopoiesis, and murine thymic 

reconstitution post-HSCT. Taken together, description of a human LMPP progenitor phenotype opens up 

the possibility for future study molecular regulation of the first stages of lymphoid commitment in normal 

and aberrant human hematopoiesis. 
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Hematopoietic Lineage Commitment 

 Hematopoiesis is the process of differentiation from a hematopoietic stem cell 

(HSC) into mature blood cells. An HSC has the capacity to become every type of blood 

cell, and to divide into two identical stem cells (self-renewal) or to divide into a stem and 

more differentiated progenitor (asymmetrical division). The stepwise process of 

differentiation from multipotent HSC into functional T, B, or Natural Killer (NK) cells 

consists of passage through many intermediate progenitor stages prior to becoming mature 

lymphoid cells. 

 A major goal of developmental biology is to elucidate the mechanisms that underlie 

the transition from full multi-potency into committed, restricted lineage potential. Lineage 

commitment occurs due to both cell-extrinsic and cell-intrinsic events. Cell-extrinsic 

factors include cytokines and other micro-environmental stimuli provided by direct cell-

to-cell contacts.  Cell-intrinsic factors include changes in gene expression as mediated by 

transcription factors. 

 The appropriate bone marrow micro-environmental stimuli are critical to the 

earliest stages of lymphoid commitment in post-natal life. In order to continue their 

differentiation into T lymphocytes, bone marrow derived progenitors must migrate to the 

cortico-medullary junction of the thymus.1,2 Once in the thymus, they undergo 

development mediated by signals from the Notch ligands, Delta-like ligand 1 and 4,3-6 

within distinct physiologic compartments7 which makes T lineage differentiation highly 

dependent on micro-environmental extrinisic factors.8  

 The binding of cytokines to receptors on hematopoietic cells is a major extrinsic 

mechanism that influences lineage commitment. Amongst the most critical cytokine 
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receptors in lymphopoiesis, the common gamma chain (!c, encoded by the IL2RG gene), 

is a common signaling chain shared between the interleukin receptors IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-

9, IL-15 and IL-21.9-14 After !c dimerizes with one of the above listed receptor units, its 

signaling is mediated by the hematopoietic specific tyrosine kinase Janus-activated kinase 

3 (JAK3)-signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) pathway.15,16  

Emphasizing the importance of the !c-associated  cytokine receptors in normal 

hematopoietic differentiation, humans with nonsense mutations in IL2RG,17 IL7R"18,19 or 

down stream signal transducer JAK320 have Severe Combined Immune Deficiency (SCID) 

characterized by reduced or absent T cells,14 because early thymocyte development is 

critically dependent on IL-7.21 Meanwhile, mice that lack !c signaling (either IL2RG22,23 

and JAK324-26 null mice) are unable to develop either T or B cells. The lack of murine B 

cell development has been specifically attributed to deficient IL7 signaling, as both IL7R" 

null27,28 and IL7 null29 mice are also unable to develop B or T cells, and B cell 

development is arrested at the pre-proB stage.  

 Cell intrinsic transcriptional regulation is controlled by sequentially expressed 

transcription factors that are critical to cell lineage commitment.30 Early B cell 

differentiation is controlled by a network of transcription factors that includes E2A, EBF, 

and PAX5.31-34 

 Once a multi-potent stem cell has been influenced by intrinsic or extrinsic factors, it 

undergoes a loss of lineage potential and become committed to a cell lineage or lineages. 

These cells that are considered “lineage restricted” will be the subject of the next section 

of this thesis. 
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Modeling Hematopoiesis: The Dichotomous Split and Progenitors 

 Early models of hematopoietic cell development assumed strictly dichotomous 

pathways of lineage commitment.35 Common Myeloid Progenitor (CMP) are progenitors 

with capacity to generate myeloid, erythroid, or megakaryocytic cells, but not lymphoid 

cells,36,37 while Common Lymphoid Progenitor (CLP) are progenitors with capacity to 

generate B, T and NK lymphoid cells.35,38 These progenitor cell types can be distinguished 

from each other and isolated as viable cells through the use of immunophenotypes that 

characterize the cells based on differential expression of cell surface proteins. 

 CLP and CMP were believed to be mutually exclusive in their differentiation 

capacity; the differentiation from an HSC into either progenitor represented a bifurcation 

in hematopoietic lineage commitment. In this model, all lymphopoiesis would originate 

exclusively from a CLP, and an individual CLP would have the ability to differentiate into 

all lymphoid cell types. In contrast, all myeloid, erythroid and megakaryocytic lineages 

would be generated from CMP.  

Revisions to the Model: Small Tweaks and Fundamental Challenges 

 Advances in technological assays and thorough study have brought two revisions to 

the model of dichotomous lineage commitment. The first revision questions the specific 

immunophenotype initially associated with the human CLP.39 The second revision 

fundamentally questions the concept of dichotomous lineage commitment, as recent 

evidence demonstrates a gradual loss of lineage potential that can occur via multiple 

alternative pathways.40-45 In the next few pages, I will unpack the evidence that exists 

supporting the multiple alternative pathways available for progenitor differentiation and 

then I will expound upon the evolution of specific immunophenotypes for classifying 
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progenitors. First I will describe the specific murine populations with lympho-myeloid 

capacity, and then explain analogous populations isolated from human hematopoietic 

sources 

Murine studies 

 Much elegant data has been generated in mouse studies to both support and 

challenge the classic idea that the lymphoid and the myelo-erythroid pathways emerge 

separately from a multipotent progenitor stage35,42,45,46 Murine CLPs have been immuno-

phenotypically defined as lineage marker negative (Lin-) Sca-1lo c-kitlo IL7R!+ cells from 

bone marrow.35  

The concept of dichotomous lineage commitment has evolved into models of 

gradual loss of lineage potential that can occur via multiple alternative pathways. Ample 

evidence has been gathered in the study of murine hematopoiesis demonstrating cells 

that have retained capacity for lymphoid and myeloid differentiation, but do not have 

erythroid or megakaryocytic potential.. Rather than invalidating the concepts of CMP 

and CLP, this additional evidence adds to the extensive tree of hematopoietic 

development. 

 Progenitors have been isolated from various murine sources that have myeloid and 

partial lymphoid potential.  Murine fetal liver40 and BM CD45R-CD19+ 41 progenitors 

have demonstrable clonal B and macrophage  potential. Progenitor cells have been 

isolated from the thymus that can generate T, NK, and dendritic lymphoid cells and 

myeloid cells (but have lost B cell capacity).47,48 

 The earliest multipotent progenitor in murine BM that has lost erythroid-

megakaryocytic potential has been termed the Lymphoid-primed Multipotent Progenitor 
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(LMPP)42. In contrast to murine CLPs, which are defined by IL-7r! expression within the 

c-KitloLin–Sca-1lo population35, LMPPs are isolated from more primitive c-Kit+Lin–Sca-1+ 

cells by cell surface expression of Flt342. The ‘lymphoid-primed’ LMPPs in mouse bone 

marrow retain full lymphoid and some myeloid potential but have lost erythro-

megakaryocytic potential, whereas CLPs represent a more mature, lymphoid-restricted 

progenitor population.  

 The development of T cells is a multi-step process in which progenitors migrate 

from the BM to the thymus by the use of specific homing molecules and chemokine 

receptors. In the thymus, T cell precursors receive multiple signals in order to undergo the 

beginning stages of thymocyte development. Therefore, for a BM progenitor to become a 

thymocyte, it must both express receptors involved in thymic homing and migration, and 

have the intrinsic capacity to differentiate into a T cell once in the thymic 

microenvironment. 

Controversy about the phenotypic identity and lineage potential of precursors that 

seed the mouse thymus has continued for over a decade. It seems likely that more than one 

type of bone marrow progenitor may be able to seed the thymus and establish 

thymopoiesis.47-52 The phenotypic properties, global gene-expression profiles and in 

vivo and in vitro lineage potential indicate that murine early thymic progenitors (ETPs) 

(thymic Lin! CD4!CD8"!CD25!c-Kithi) resemble LMPPs (BM c-Kit+Lin–Sca-1+Flt3+) in 

many of these aspects.50 Another population of mouse bone marrow progenitors that 

efficiently and rapidly reconstitute the mouse thymus after transplantation is the c-

Kit+Lin–Sca-1+CD62L+ RAG-1– progenitor population that is found in both mouse bone 

marrow and mouse thymus.51 
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Ligands that are expressed in the vasculature of the cortico-medullary junction of 

human thymus, where homing occurs, are likely mediators of homing. In mice, homing 

appears to be dependent on the interaction of P-selectin on the thymic endothelium with 

the receptor P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1 (PSGL-1) on the surface of the BM derived 

progenitors.53 Murine studies have demonstrated that the CC chemokine receptors (CCR) 

7 and 9 are also critical for the process of thymopoiesis; mice deficient for both receptors 

have severely reduced numbers of early T cells in the thymus.54  

Human Studies 

 Most studies of the earliest progenitor stages in human hematopoiesis have used 

neonatal umbilical cord blood as the source of hematopoietic cells. However, because 

substantial differences between progenitors from UCB and BM are known to exist in 

terms of immunophenotype55-57 and proliferative capacity,58-61 to understand how 

lymphopoiesis is regulated during steady-state adult hematopoiesis it is necessary to 

directly study hematopoietic stem cells and progenitors from postnatal human BM57,62.  

 Since 1995, human adult and fetal bone marrow (BM) lymphoid differentiation has 

been assumed to begin with the expression of the cell surface antigen CD10 (aka common 

acute lymphoblastic leukemia antigen or membrane metallo-endopeptidase) on CD34+ 

cells38,63. These CD34+Lin-CD10+CD45RA+CD38+ CLPs (henceforth referred to only as 

CD10+) can give rise to cells of all lymphoid lineages (T, B, and NK cells) and lack 

significant erythroid or myeloid potential. The description of the CD10+ CLP was the first 

direct evidence supporting the previously hypothetical concept of a CLP.  

 Since its first description, there have been many technological advances in immuno-

phenotyping, molecular characterization, and functional output that have allowed a more 
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in-depth examination of the original CD10+ population. Subsequent work has shown that 

CD10hi expression on progenitors is associated with a strong bias toward B cell potential 

and minimal T and natural killer (NK) cell potential39,59.  Attempts to hone in on a CLP 

that is less bound to the B lineage have further fractionated the CD10+ population. CD10+ 

cells that lack expression of CD24 are more evenly able to differentiate into all lymphoid 

cell types and are the precursors to the CD10+CD24+ population. However, CD10+CD24- 

progenitors have molecular evidence of B cell commitment with expression of PAX5, 

EBF1 and VPREB59. A more recently identified CD34+CD10+CD38neg-lo population, 

termed Multi-lymphoid Progenitor (MLP), has been shown to have full lymphoid 

potential, but nonetheless expresses the B cell associated genes PAX5 and CD79A.64 

Notably, the strategy for the isolation of these MLP included cells with intermediate 

expression of CD38, which is a greater CD38 expression than that in the most primitive 

HSC fraction. Both of these refinements of the original CLP phenotype continue to utilize 

CD10 expression as the primary marker of lymphoid commitment.  

 The reliance on CD10 expression as a marker of lymphoid commitment in human 

BM hematopoietic progenitors has meant that states of differentiation could be compared 

only between various progenitors committed predominantly to the B cell lineage. 

Therefore, to understand the progenitor hierarchy of human lymphoid commitment, 

we hypothesized that a stage of lymphoid priming exists that precedes B lymphoid 

commitment, either prior to or independent of CD10 expression. This hypothesis was 

the basis for the research paper included in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 

 In order to find alternative markers of lymphoid commitment to evaluate in human 

BM, we looked to information gained from other hematopoietic sources, including human 
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umbilical cord blood (UCB) and murine bone marrow. Within UCB, the earliest lymphoid 

committed cells were identified as CD34+ CD38- CD7+ (henceforth referred to as CD7+ 

CLPs), irrespective of CD10 expression.65 These progenitors also co-expressed CD45RA 

and HLA-DR, but expressed neither B cell associated transcription factor PAX5 nor the 

murine CLP marker IL7R!. Later work confirmed that the UCB CD7+ CLP was less B-

lineage biased than the UCB CD10+ CLP.66 From this work in UCB, the CD7+ population 

was a promising candidate to study in BM for full lymphoid potential and restriction to 

generate other lineages. However, because substantial differences between progenitors 

from UCB and BM are known to exist in terms of immunophenotype and function, we 

could not take for granted that functional capacity, surface immunophenotype and 

transcriptional profiles of the progenitor populations will be consistent amongst 

hematopoietic sources.55-57 Indeed, other groups have shown that a subset of BM CD34+ 

cells express CD7, but that it is a lower percentage than amongst UCB CD34+ cells.39,64 

 The naive-cell marker CD45RA has been shown to be expressed on various human 

lymphoid progenitors, including the human BM CD10+ CLP38, UCB CD7+ CLP 65,67 and 

granulocyte-macrophage progenitors (GMP) in BM and UCB37. Indeed, as early as 1995 

Galy et al stated that CD34+ Lin- CD45RA+ cells have great capacity to generate T and 

NK cells, regardless of CD10 expression,68 Therefore, we decided to screen progenitor 

populations for the presence of CD45RA, to see if it is correlated with lymphoid 

restriction in BM progenitor cells.  

! #$!%&'(!)(*'+,$-$,!)$&&!'.-/%)$!0%-1$-'!23%2!3%,!4$$*!5-(6$*!.'$/.&!2(!

,+')-+0+*%2$!0.-+*$!5(5.&%2+(*'!7+23!,+//$-$*2!)%5%)+2+$'!2(!,+//$-$*2+%2$!+*2(!

&8053()82$'9!:;'$&$)2+*!<=>?@:A!+'!$B5-$''$,!(*!0%2.-$!&8053()82$'!%*,!0$,+%2$'!
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Assays 

 Much of the ability to discriminate more finely between populations of progenitors 

is due to the improvements in the separation of cell populations. The development of 

multi-color flow cytometry facilitates complex 6-10 parameter cell sorting strategies, 

permitting isolation of increasingly specific populations of cells in a single step. In 

addition, multi-color flow cytometry allows more complex analysis of individual cells, 

and so cells can be more thoroughly identified by what they do and do not express. As an 

example, in T cell differentiation conditions, a cell can be interrogated for CD45 (pan-

leukocyte),  CD4 (monocyte or T cell), CD8 (T cell or NK cell), CD3 (pan-T cell, though 

often less upregulated in in vitro conditions), CD14 (monocyte), and TCR!" (T cell), so 

that through the use of multiple markers it can be stated with more confidence that a cell is 

or is not a T cell. 

In Vivo Lineage Potential 

 In order to assess the lineage differentiation potential of HSC and progenitors, the 

cells must receive the proper signals for differentiation. One attempt to model the 

signaling of physiologic hematopoiesis utilizes transplantation of cells into irradiated 

and/or immune deficient mice. Transplantation of human hematopoietic cells into 

irradiated immune-deficient Non-Obese Diabetic/Severe Combined Immune-Deficient/ 

!c-/- (NSG) mice can produce human engraftment,72 determined by the percentage of cells 
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positive for human CD45 and Human Leukocyte Antigen in the mouse BM, spleen, and 

peripheral blood. Irradiation of recipient mice facilitates engraftment and proliferation in 

the BM. This cross-species model emulates post-transplant immune reconstitution in 

human patients, but is also used as surrogate for physiologic lineage potential.  In these 

xenogeneic transplants, lineage skewing and difficulty in homing may limit the capacity to 

fully estimate a cell’s natural in vivo potential.56  

Recent studies demonstrated human engraftment from transplanted limiting 

dilutions (as few as a single cell) of HSCs isolated from UCB73. These experiments used 

intra-femoral transplantation into sub-lethally irradiated NSG recipients.  Transplantation 

of human cells directly into the murine bone marrow cavity may reduce peripheral loss of 

HSC and progenitors that are unable to home to BM.74,75 In order to detect engraftment 

from such limited numbers of cells, extensive time (20 weeks) was required for sufficient 

self-renewal.    

A key characteristic that separates HSC from progenitors is that progenitors lack 

the capacity to self-renew. Therefore, in contrast to xenogeneic transplantation studies that 

utilize HSC, progenitors would not be expected to continuously expand in number or 

persist long-term after transplantation, making transplantation assays more difficult. The 

original paper describing the CD10+ CLP38 did not demonstrate engraftment of either BM 

or UCB progenitors.  

Subsequent work has provided data regarding transplanted progenitors isolated 

from UCB, but no transplant data from progenitors isolated from human BM has been 

reported.59,64 This is likely due to inherent lower proliferative capacity of stem and 

progenitors from BM relative to UCB58-61. Even utilizing relatively more proliferative 
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UCB progenitors as a cell source, the engraftment levels for CD38dim/loCD10+ Multi-

Lymphoid Progenitors (MLP) was very low (ranged from <0.01% to 0.05%) and was 

detected only short term (at 2 weeks).64  

Transplantation of human hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells into neonatal 

(but not adult) NSG mice can provide the thymic reconstitution necessary to produce 

human T cells.76 However, xenogeneic transplantation models may have limitations for T 

cell potential if species-specific interactions are required for homing and/or differentiation 

of BM progenitor populations. A study examining non-renewing human MLP progenitors 

did not observe T cell development because, in the authors’ words, “MLPs generated only 

a transient graft in the injected femur and T cell development requires long-term 

engraftment.”64 

 What unique characteristics make neonatal thymi more receptive to engraftment 

than adult thymi? In comparison to adults, neonatal mice have strong thymocyte 

proliferation and postnatal vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) dependent 

angiogenesis in the thymus,77 which may allow the neonatal thymus to be a more 

hospitable environment for donor T cell production than adult thymus. VEGF dependent 

angiogenesis ceases beyond the first week of postnatal life, and blocking VEGF during 

this period reduces both vascular density and thymocyte numbers.77 Therefore, we 

hypothesized that the same VEGF-mediated mechanisms that contribute to robust 

thymopoiesis during normal neonatal development allow the neonatal thymus to 

provide a more receptive pattern of thymic reconstitution after BM transplantation 

than adult thymi. These questions were the basis for the research paper included in 

Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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In Vitro Lineage Potential 

An alternative method to reproduce many signaling and regulatory aspects of 

physiologic hematopoiesis utilizes in vitro growth of human cells co-cultured on adherent 

stromal cell lines. These in vitro cultures can be used to assess either maintenance of the 

original phenotype, or differentiation into a specific cell type. S17 is a murine stromal cell 

that acts as an in vitro microenvironment to both support differentiation into B cells and 

support long term culture without the use of additional growth factors.78-80 The murine 

clonal stromal cell line “MS5,” created in 1989,81 supports proliferation and 

differentiation of human stem and progenitors cells.82 The murine clonal stromal cell line 

“OP-9” was derived from macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF) null mice, and 

supports human lymphopoeisis.83 One downside to the use of the OP9 cell line is that it 

has a tendency to differentiate into adipocytes,84 which is sub-optimal to support 

hematopoiesis. Each of these cell lines can support myeloid development and B and NK 

lymphoid development, but they do not provide the proper signals to support T lymphoid 

development. 

A drawback to the use of stromal cells is that the physiological relevance of 

lineage potential demonstrated using stromal assays continues to be debated.42,46,52,85,86 

Richie-Erlich et al. noted in 2011 that mouse IL-7Ra+ CLPs, despite their complete lack 

of either colony forming unit (CFU) activity or in vivo myeloid potential, can generate 

myeloid cells in stromal co-cultures, which suggests that myeloid differentiation may be 

an alternative pathway found in certain in vitro conditions.85 Residual myeloid and 

dendritic potential has been reported for many lymphoid-committed progenitors that have 

no myeloid capacity in other readouts.38,64,65,85 This has been postulated to be due to 
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supra-physiologic levels of cytokines. Nonetheless, it is clear that the capacity for 

myeloid differentiation in vitro progressively wanes as lymphoid commitment proceeds 

and that this residual, mostly monocytic, potential is retained after erythroid potential is 

lost. 

T Cell Lineage Potential 

 After arriving in the thymus, hematopoietic progenitor cells undergo T cell 

receptor genomic rearrangement followed by positive and negative selection in distinct 

physiologic compartments within the thymus. This process has been challenging to model 

in vitro because of the complexity of signals required to induce T cell maturation within 

the thymus. In 2002, Zúñiga-Pflücker developed a murine BM stromal line that 

ectopically expresses the Notch ligand Delta-like Ligand 1 (OP9-DLL1) and has the 

capacity to induce differentiation of murine and human hematopoietic progenitors into T 

cells.5,6 Similar to the reduced expansion capacity of human BM cells in xenogeneic 

transplantation, BM HSC and progenitors exhibit lower proliferative capacity and slower 

differentiation kinetics relative to UCB in the OP9-DL1 culture system.61  

 Experimental restrictions make it difficult to definitively prove the identity of the 

bone marrow precursors that normally seed the human thymus. Inherent proliferative 

limitations already discussed make it highly unlikely that BM engraftment and thymic 

migration will be seen from lymphoid progenitor cells in the existing xenogeneic 

transplant models. Speculation regarding the identity of the progenitors that seed the 

human thymus have relied on two major methods 1) Detection of cells in BM and the 

thymus that share a similar immunophenotype and molecular phenotype or 2) Expression 

of one component of a ligand-receptor pair whose cognate binding partner is detected in 
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the thymus (especially at the thymic entry point, the cortico-medullary junction.) The 

CD10+CD24– population in bone marrow probably represents a lymphoid progenitor that 

seeds the human thymus, given the finding of a similar immunophenotypic subset among 

human thymocytes.59  

Clonal Lineage Potential 

To prove that a progenitor has true multi-lineage capacity, clonal studies must be 

performed to show multiple cell types arise from a single cell.  Sorting of single cells is 

facilitated using the automatic cell deposition unit (ACDU) on Becton Dickinson flow 

cytometry sorters. Many studies have demonstrated B/NK development from a single cell, 

or T-myeloid from a single cell. However, existing stromal lines have difficulty assessing 

multi-potentiality, as B and T cell development have mutually exclusive activation of 

molecular pathways, including Notch signaling.3,4,87 Recent studies using inducible Notch 

ligands have attempted to generate both B and T lymphoid cells from a single initiating 

cell, but have not been able to generate greater than 0.5% B cells using this system.88 

An alternative assay to detect hematopoietic differentiation from an individual 

cell is the colony-forming unit (CFU) assay. HSC or progenitor cells are plated in a 

semi-solid methylcellulose medium with cytokines that promote myeloid and erythroid 

differentiation. Hematopoietic colonies generated from a single initiating cell can be 

identified and the number of clonogenic initiating cells enumerated as CFU-C. These 

colonies may consist of a single cell type, or some combination of granulocytes, 

monocytes, or erythroid cells. It could be argued that the CFU assay is a more stringent 

in vitro assay than the stromal co-cultures, as it detects only clonogenic myeloid and/or 

erythroid progenitors and is well correlated with in vivo readouts85. A major drawback of 
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this assay is that it does not support the growth of lymphoid cells, and so cannot be used 

to assess clonal lymphoid output. 

Gene Expression Analysis 

 Quantitative Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction (qRT-PCR) has 

been the gold standard for assessing RNA transcript levels for individual genes of interest, 

but evaluation of overall gene expression signature amongst progenitor cell types is made 

possible by the use of either whole genome microarray or RNA-Sequencing (RNA-Seq). 

Each of these techniques creates a large dataset that is representative of the gene 

expression of an analyzed population of cells. Unsupervised Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) can reduce the overall complexity of the large datasets generated by 

whole genome analysis, by representing each set of data as point on a map so that more 

similar datasets are closer on the map. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering can also create 

an overall assessment of global similarity between sets of data.89 Global gene expression 

amongst 38 hematopoietic populations has revealed some transcription factors are 

expressed predominantly in a single lineage, while others increase gradually along 

differentiation.90 This extensive work by Novershtern et al. did not include any 

progenitors representing stages between HSC and the CD34+CD10+CD19+ B cell 

progenitor, demonstrating the gap in knowledge of the earliest stages of lymphoid 

commitment.   

 All current methods to separate lymphoid restricted progenitors from other types 

of progenitors isolate populations of cells. Examination of CD10+ progenitors has 

revealed great functional heterogeneity within the population, in which some cells retain 

full lymphoid potential while other cells are more committed to the B cell lineage59. 
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Murine CLPs have been demonstrated to be a population that is both functionally and 

molecularly heterogeneous, composed of mixture of cells with relatively restricted lineage 

potential.91   

Single cell qRT-PCR analysis can determine the expression of specific genes 

related to stem cell maintenance and lymphoid differentiation, and uncover previously 

undetectable heterogeneous gene expression. The Fluidigm BioMark Real-Time PCR 

system can perform single cell gene expression analyses using microfluidics92. This 

allows resolution of subpopulations of seemingly homogenous lymphoid progenitors , 

based on the extent to which lymphoid associated transcript levels and novel surface 

markers can be correlated. 

Clinical Relevance 

Lymphoid Deficiencies and Lymphoid Recovery post BMT 

 In addition to allowing the study of regulation of early human hematopoiesis, the 

identification of cells in the early stages of lymphoid commitment has several potential 

clinical uses. Quantitating lymphoid progenitors may provide a useful assay to assess the 

inherent lymphoid potential of a BM or mobilized peripheral blood (MPB) transplant unit. 

In addition, these progenitors may provide an alternative to HSC or mature cells for 

manipulation and use in cell therapies such as in tumor immunotherapy.  

Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant (HSCT) has developed over 50 years to 

become a valuable therapy to treat hematologic disorders and malignancies including 

aplastic anemia, immunodeficiencies, and leukemias. A combination of irradiation and 

chemotherapy is required for pre-transplantation conditioning, in order to facilitate 

engraftment of the transplanted cells.  However, when infants with SCID receive HSCT, 
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pre-transplantation conditioning is not required for lymphoid reconstitution,93-95 and T cell 

reconstitution is particularly robust for newborns.96-98 This permissive engraftment 

suggests that, similarly to findings in the mouse explored in Chapter 4, the human 

neonatal thymus is more permissive to engraft donor cells, possible as a consequence of 

the neonatal VEGF dependent angiogenesis.77 

In addition to its clinical utility, HSCT has also provided an opportunity to 

observe the process of human post-natal hematopoiesis. One of the limitations of HSCT 

is slow recovery of immune function due to delayed development of lymphoid cells, 

especially T cells. After transplantation, thymic reconstitution with de novo production 

of T cells is delayed by at least 3 months and T cell numbers often never return to 

normal levels.99 Delayed recovery of T cells leaves patients at risk for severe infections 

and malignant disease, and patients without lymphocyte recovery 2 months after HSCT 

are less likely to survive long-term.100Identification and characterization of progenitors 

in the human BM with strong T cell capacity is therefore translationally relevant to 

understanding the problem of delayed immune reconstitution post HSCT. In summary, 

increased knowledge of the progenitor hierarchy of human lymphoid commitment, 

through the discovery of a stage of lymphoid priming prior to B lymphoid commitment, 

is essential for the development of diagnostic and therapeutic advances in lymphoid 

differentiation and thymic reconstitution in clinical settings. .  

Severe Combined Immune Deficiency 

Severe Combined Immune Deficiency (SCID) disease is a genetic syndrome 

characterized by a profound or absolute deficiency in functional T lymphoid cells, and 

depending on the specific mutation, B and Natural Killer (NK) cell production may be 
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also affected. Multiple genetic defects can cause this syndrome. The most common form 

of SCID, X-SCID, is caused by a null mutation of the IL2RG gene, that results in a 

complex phenotype characterized by an inability to differentiate or function in response to 

multiple lymphoid cytokines.101 In humans, this deficiency in !c results in an absence of 

peripheral T and NK cells, and present but functionally impaired B cells.14,102 Disruption 

of the gene encoding JAK3 leads to JAK3-SCID, an autosomal recessive form of SCID 

with an otherwise identical clinical phenotype to X-SCID.20,103 

Although humans with mutations in IL2RG or JAK3 have normal numbers of 

circulating B cells, mice lacking !c signaling are fully unable to develop B cells, arresting 

at the pre-proB stage.17,22-26 This is due to deficient IL7 signaling, as IL7 and IL7R" null 

mice are also unable to develop B or T cells.28,29 Human patients with IL7R" defects have 

a normal number of B cells, unlike IL7R! null mice,18 but similar to patients with defects 

in IL2RG or JAK3.  

A potential explanation for circulating B cells found in patients with SCID is that 

the cells are of the B-1 cell population, a population of spontaneously IgM secreting B 

cells of fetal origin that arise from a distinct hematopoietic progenitor.104,105 Recent 

developments have identified a potential B1 population in human UCB and peripheral 

blood (though human BM was not examined.)106  

 All stages of hematopoiesis, from early progenitors to many categories of mature 

lymphoid cells, have been examined in mice that are null for IL2RG, IL7R!, or IL7R.107 

However, examination of hematopoietic progenitors in humans with SCID is more 

difficult, as it requires an invasive bone marrow draw. Despite the experimental hurdles, it 

is important to directly investigate mechanisms of human lymphoid commitment, 
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especially because cytokine deficiencies result in different phenotypes in humans and 

mice.  

 The studies described in Chapter 2 increased our understanding of the hierarchy of 

human lymphoid progenitors in normal bone marrow. Using the knowledge gained from 

those studies, we sought to examine the stages of lymphoid lineage commitment, 

specifically B lineage commitment, in patients with SCID. Because SCID patients have 

normal numbers of circulating B cells, we hypothesized that the earliest stages of B 

lymphoid development will be unaffected in these patients, and that we would be 

able to detect both B1 and non-B1 mature populations. These hypotheses were the 

basis for in-progress research presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis.  

 The body of this thesis examines the process of lymphoid differentiation in several 

contexts: normal human hematopoiesis, dysfunctional human hematopoiesis, and murine 

thymic reconstitution post-HSCT. The majority of my research has focused on the 

identification of a functionally and molecularly distinct stage of early human 

hematopoietic commitment. These cells are functionally analogous to a population of cells 

described in mouse, the Lymphoid-primed Multi-Potent Progenitor (LMPP), and both the 

mouse LMPP and our novel human LMPP are strong candidates to be thymic seeding 

cells. The identification an LMPP in human BM will be an important tool to the future 

study molecular regulation of the first stages of lymphoid commitment in human 

hematopoiesis. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Lymphoid Priming in Human Bone Marrow Begins Before  

Expression of CD10 with Upregulation of L-selectin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 presents research on the earliest stages of lymphoid commitment in human bone marrow. We 

identified a CD34+Lin!CD10! progenitor subpopulation in human BM with high expression of CD62L 

that was devoid of clonogenic myeloid or erythroid potential. These cells generated B cells, NK cells 

and T cells as well as monocytic and dendritic cells, were able to rapidly engraft immunodeficient mice, 

and may be capable of seeding the thymus. 

 

Lisa Ann Kohn designed, performed, collected, and analyzed experiments and wrote the paper. 
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Expression of the cell surface antigen CD10 has long been used to define human lymphoid 

commitment. We report a unique lymphoid-primed population in human bone marrow 

that was generated from hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) before the onset of the expression 

of CD10 and commitment to the B cell lineage. We identified this subset by high expression 

of the homing molecule L-selectin (CD62L). CD10–CD62Lhi progenitors had full lymphoid 

and monocytic potential but lacked erythroid potential. Gene-expression profiling placed 

the CD10–CD62Lhi population at an intermediate stage of differentiation between HSCs 
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and lineage-negative (Lin–) CD34+CD10+ progenitors. CD62L was expressed on immature 

thymocytes, and its ligands were expressed at the cortico-medullary junction of the thymus, 

which suggested a possible role for this molecule in thymic homing. Our studies identify the 

earliest stage of lymphoid priming in human bone marrow. 

Although much is known about the identity of progenitor stages in mouse lymphopoiesis, 

considerably less is understood about the critical stages of lymphoid commitment of human 

hematopoietic cells. Early models developed from mouse studies assumed strictly dichotomous 

pathways of lineage commitment1. Those ideas have evolved into models of gradual loss of 

lineage potential that can occur via multiple alternative pathways, although the physiological 

relevance of lineage potential demonstrated in certain in vitro assays continues to be debated2–5. 

A stage at which mouse bone marrow progenitors are ‘lymphoid primed’ before complete loss of 

myeloid potential has been defined on the basis of expression of the cell surface receptor Flt3, 

and cells at this stage have been called ’lymphoid-primed multipotent progenitors’ (LMPPs)2. 

Critical species-specific differences create challenges for the ‘translation’ of knowledge 

about cellular hierarchies derived from mouse studies to the specifics of human hematopoiesis6. 

In addition, the source and stage in ontogeny of human hematopoiesis can influence the 

functional abilities, surface immunophenotypes and transcriptional profiles of the cells under 

study6–8. Most studies of the earliest progenitor stages in human hematopoiesis have used 

neonatal umbilical cord blood as the source of hematopoietic cells. However, understanding of 

how lymphopoiesis is regulated during steady-state adult hematopoiesis requires direct study of 

hematopoietic stem cells and progenitors from postnatal human bone marrow8,9. 

The stepwise process of the lymphoid differentiation of multipotent hematopoietic stem 

cells (HSCs) in human bone marrow has been assumed to begin with expression of the cell 
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surface antigen CD10 (CALLA or MME) on CD34+ progenitors , based on the finding that 

CD10+ progenitors lacked myeloid and erythroid potential but were able to generate all 

lymphoid lineages10. However, more recent studies have shown that CD34+CD10+ cells, even 

those without expression of lineage markers (Lin–: CD3–CD14–CD15–CD19–CD56–CD235a–

),exhibit a strong bias toward B cell potential with relatively little T cell and natural killer (NK) 

cell potential11,12. CD34+Lin–CD10+ cells that lack expression of CD24 are precursors of the 

CD34+Lin–CD10+CD24+ population but nonetheless show molecular evidence of commitment to 

the B cell lineage, with expression of  several B cell specific genes12. Therefore, to understand 

the progenitor hierarchy of human lymphoid commitment, we sought to identify a stage of 

lymphoid priming that precedes commitment to the B lymphoid lineage, either before or 

independently of CD10 expression. 

L-selectin (CD62L) is expressed on lymphocytes and mediates homing to peripheral 

lymphoid organs13. Studies have reported that upregulation of CD62L expression on c-Kit+Lin–

Sca-1+ mouse bone marrow cells correlates with loss of erythroid and megakaryocyte potential 

and efficient thymic engraftment14–16. In this study we have identified a CD34+Lin–CD10– 

progenitor subpopulation in human bone marrow with high expression of L-selectin and that was 

devoid of clonogenic myeloid or erythroid potential. In stromal cultures, these cells were able to 

generate B cells, NK cells and T cells, as well as monocytic and dendritic cells, similar to the 

LMPPs in mouse bone marrow that have been reported before2. CD34+Lin–CD10–CD62Lhi cells 

(called ‘CD10–CD62Lhi cells’ here) rapidly engrafted immunodeficient mice, producing B cells 

and myeloid cells. Despite evidence of lymphoid skewing, comprehensive molecular analysis 

showed that CD10–CD62Lhi cells not only lacked B cell–specific transcripts but also had not 

initiated DNA recombination, on the basis of no expression of the recombinase component–
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encoding genes RAG1 and RAG2 and minimal expression of DNTT, which encodes terminal 

deoxynucleotidyltransferase. Genome-wide expression and functional analysis identified the 

CD10–CD62Lhi progenitor population as a developmental intermediate between the multipotent 

CD34+Lin–CD38– population and the CD34+Lin–CD10+ lymphoid progenitor population. 

We also found that primitive lymphoid-restricted CD34+CD1a– progenitors in human 

thymus expressed CD62L and that the vasculature at the cortico-medullary junction of human 

thymus expressed ligands for CD62L, which suggested the possibility that CD62L may have a 

role human thymic homing. We propose that the CD10–CD62Lhi progenitor in bone marrow 

represents the earliest stage at which adult human progenitors become lymphoid primed. The 

identification of this progenitor population will facilitate a more complete understanding of the 

regulation of lymphoid commitment from HSCs during normal and aberrant human 

hematopoiesis. 

RESULTS 

The lymphoid marker CD7 does not define lymphoid commitment  

Given published reports linking expression of the lymphoid marker CD7 to early stages of 

lymphoid commitment in umbilical cord blood17–20, we first investigated whether expression of 

CD7 was sufficient to identify human lymphoid commitment in bone marrow independently of 

CD10 expression. Examination of CD34+ cell populations depleted of lineage marker–

expressing showed that the CD34+Lin–CD38–CD7+ population identified before in umbilical 

cord blood17 was not detectable in human bone marrow (Supplementary Fig. 1a). However, as 

noted before7, we detected low expression of CD7 on a small population of CD34+Lin–CD38+ 

human bone marrow cells (2.8% ± 0.6%; n = 5 donors), most of which did not coexpress CD10 
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(Fig. 1a). Clonogenic assays demonstrated that CD7 expression alone was insufficient to define 

lymphoid restriction of the CD34+Lin–CD10– population of bone marrow; nonlymphoid 

clonogenic cells, particularly erythroid progenitors, were readily detectable in the CD34+ Lin–

CD10–CD7+ population by assay of colony-forming unit–cells (CFU-C; Fig. 1b). Consistent 

with published studies of bone marrow and umbilical cord blood7,10–12,21, CD34+Lin–CD10+ 

progenitors were devoid of clonogenic myeloid or erythroid progenitors (Fig. 1b). 

L-selectinhi progenitors do not have CFU-C potential 

CD45RA has been shown to be expressed on various lymphoid progenitor cells10,17–19 and 

granulocyte-macrophage progenitors22 Analysis of the CD34+Lin–CD10– subpopulation 

demonstrated the presence of both CD45RA– and CD45RA+ fractions; in contrast, all CD34+Lin–

CD10+ cells were CD45RA+ (Fig. 1c). Erythroid potential was absent but clonogenic myeloid 

progenitors were still readily detectable, by assay of CFU–granulocyte-macrophage, in the 

CD34+Lin–CD10–CD45RA+ population (Fig. 1d). As expected, clonogenic erythroid potential 

was in megakarocytic-erythroid progenitors and common myeloid progenitors (Fig. 1d), neither 

of which express CD45RA. 

Further refinement of the CD10–CD45RA+ population was necessary to identify those 

cells that lacked clonogenic myeloid potential. As noted above, CD62L is a cell surface receptor 

that mediates lymphocyte homing to peripheral nodes13 and is expressed on certain mouse bone 

marrow progenitors that lack erythroid or megakaryocytic potential14. Analysis of the CD34+Lin–

CD10– CD45RA+ population demonstrated that although most cells had low expression of 

CD62L, a distinct subpopulation (9 ± 1.5%, n = 14) of CD34+Lin–CD10–CD45RA+ cells in 

normal human bone marrow had high expression of CD62L (Fig. 1c). Functional screening of 

CD34+Lin– fractions by CFU-C assay demonstrated that only the CD34+Lin–CD10–
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CD45RA+CD62Lhi population (called ‘CD10–CD62Lhi cells’ here) and the CD34+Lin–CD10+ 

population (called ‘CD10+ cells’ here) were devoid of clonogenic myelo-erythroid potential (Fig. 

1d and Supplementary Table 1). Of note, the CD34+Lin–CD10–CD45RA+ population with 

intermediate expression of CD62L had low but detectable CFU-C potential (population B, 

Supplementary Fig. 1b,c), which suggested that progressive loss of multipotency correlated 

with increasing CD62L expression. 

CD10+ cells had low or undetectable expression of CD62L, and the CD34+Lin–CD38– 

population, which is enriched for HSCs and multipotent progenitor cells (MPPs)21had 

intermediate expression of CD62L (Fig. 1e and Supplementary Fig. 1b). Notably, CD10–

CD62Lhi cells did not express CD7 (Fig. 1f). Thus, the progenitor subset with highest CD62L 

expression expressed neither CD10 nor CD7, markers that have been relied on for the isolation 

of human lymphoid progenitors. Analysis of bone marrow from 20 different donors whose ages 

ranged from infancy to adulthood consistently showed the presence of CD10–CD62Lhi cells 

(Supplementary Fig. 2a–c). 

Lymphoid and monocyte potential of CD10–CD62Lhi cells 

Culture in lymphoid conditions demonstrated that the CD10–CD62Lhi population robustly 

generated both B cells and NK cells (Fig. 2a). Consistent with published studies11, CD10+ cells 

(all of which were CD19– through depletion of lineage marker–expressing cells) generated 

mostly B cells with relatively weak potential to develop into NK cells. Cell output under B cell–

NK cell lymphoid conditions tended to be higher in cultures initiated with CD10–CD62Lhi cells 

than in those initiated with CD10+ cells (Fig. 2b). After in vitro culture under T cell conditions, 

CD10–CD62Lhi cells generated cells with the immunophenotype typical of thymocytes 

(expression of CD1A, CD7, CD4, CD8, CD3 and TCRab)23 (Fig. 2c,d and Supplementary Fig. 
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3) and that expressed the T cell–associated genes TCF7, GATA3, DNTT and RAG1 

(Supplementary Fig. 3), as well as CD56+ NK cells (some of which coexpressed CD8). Cell 

output was significantly higher in T cell cultures initiated with CD10–CD62Lhi cells than in those 

initiated with CD10+ cells (Fig. 2e). 

Although we did not detect clonogenic myeloid cells by CFU-C assay, both the CD10+ 

and CD10–CD62Lhi subsets were able to generate low numbers of myeloid cells when cultured 

on stromal layers; however, cell output from both progenitor types was significantly lower than 

that of HSCs-MPPs (Fig. 2f). Most nonlymphoid cells generated from the CD10+ and CD10–

CD62Lhi populations in stromal coculture were CD14+CD33+ monocytes-macrophages or 

CD209+CD1a+ dendritic cells (Supplementary Fig. 4); CD66b+ granulocytes were uncommon. 

We rarely noted erythroid differentiation in CD10+ or CD10–CD62Lhi cultures, but erythroid cell 

production was robust in cultures from CD38– HSCs-MPPs. 

The cloning efficiency of CD10–CD62Lhi cells in lymphoid cultures initiated with a 

single cell (~11%) and by limiting-dilution analysis  (cloning efficiency, 1 cell in 5.3 cells for B 

cells–NK cells (95% confidence interval, 1 in 4.4–6.4), and 1 cell in 5.6 cells for T cell cultures 

(95% confidence interval, 1 in 4.6–6.9); Fig. 3a,b) was similar to that of CD10+ cells (~12% 

from single cells). However, lineage analysis of clones demonstrated that the CD10–CD62Lhi 

population contained bi-potent B cell–NK cell progenitors, whereas the CD10+ population 

contained predominantly unipotent B cell progenitors (Fig. 3c). We detected myeloid cells in 

86% of clones that could be assigned a lineage in B cell–NK cell conditions (Fig. 3d) and in 

97% of all clones assayed from T cell cultures (Fig. 3e). Consistent with the in vitro assays of 

lineage potential, intratibial transplantation of CD10–CD62Lhi progenitors into immunodeficient 

mice of the NSG strain (nonobese diabetic–severe combined immunodeficiency strain, deficient 
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in the IL-2Rg receptor for interleukin 2 (IL-2)) produced rapid marrow engraftment of both 

myeloid and B lymphoid cells (Fig. 3f,g and Supplementary Fig. 5). Differentiation of non–

self-renewing progenitor cells into T lymphoid cells would not be expected in this xenogeneic 

adult mouse model. 

  

In summary, our functional assays showed that the CD10–CD62Lhi population had full 

lymphoid potential, was less skewed toward the B lineage than was the CD10+ population, and 

had greater potential to develop into T cells than did CD10+ population. Although the population 

lacked clonogenic myelo-erythroid potential, some differentiation of the CD10–CD62Lhi 

population into myeloid cells (mostly monocytes-macrophages and dendritic cells) could be 

induced in stromal cocultures and in short-term engraftment assays. However, myeloid potential 

was significantly lower that of HSCs-MPPs and erythroid potential was absent. 

Differentiation stages of HSCs and lymphoid progenitors 

Given the lineage potential shown in the functional studies reported above, we next explored the 

stages of differentiation of the CD10–CD62Lhi and CD10+ populations compared with that of the 

most primitive CD34+Lin–CD38– (‘CD38-’) HSC-MPP population. Expression of the 

differentiation marker CD38 increased progressively from the CD34+CD38– population to the 

CD10–CD62Lhi population and was maximal in the CD10+ population (n = 14 donors; Fig. 4a). 

Expression of the stem cell–associated receptors KIT, FLT3, integrin a6. (CD49F) and PROM 

(CD133) was similar in CD38– and CD10–CD62Lhi populations but was downregulated in 

CD10+ cells; THY1(CD90) had its highest expression on CD38– cells. HLA-DR was upregulated 

in both CD10–CD62Lhi and CD10+ progenitor cells (Fig. 4a). After 1 week in lymphoid culture, 

CD10+ cells differentiated and lost expression of the adhesion molecule CD34 faster than CD10–
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CD62Lhi cells did (Fig. 4b). In addition, CD10–CD62Lhi cells were able to generate 

CD34+CD10+ cells in vitro (Fig. 4b), which suggested that CD10–CD62Lhi cells were precursors 

of the CD10+ population. 

Principal-component analysis of global gene-expression data from microarray analysis of 

three different bone marrow samples also placed the CD10–CD62Lhi progenitors in an 

intermediate position between the CD38– HSCs-MPPs and the CD10+ progenitor cells (Fig. 4c). 

Gene expression of CD10–CD62Lhi progenitor cells clustered hierarchically with CD38– HSCs-

MPPs rather than with CD10+ progenitors (Supplementary Fig. 6a). By pairwise comparison 

with HSCs-MPPs, similar numbers of genes were upregulated in CD10–CD62Lhi and CD10+ 

populations; approximately half of those upregulated genes were common to both progenitor 

types (Supplementary Fig. 6b). More than twice as many genes were downregulated in the 

CD10+ population than were downregulated in the CD10–CD62Lhi population, and most 

downregulated genes in CD10–CD62Lhi cells were also downregulated in CD10+ cells 

(Supplementary Fig. 6b). Thus, the differentiation of HSCs-MPPs involved many shared 

molecular pathways but additional transcriptional modulation seemed to occur after the CD10–

CD62Lhi stage during the generation of CD10+ cells. 

Downregulation of HSC-associated genes in CD10–CD62Lhi cells 

We then analyzed by microarray and quantitative PCR the expression patterns of genes known to 

regulate critical hematopoietic stages of differentiation to delineate the molecular relationships 

among the CD38–, CD10–CD62Lhi and CD10+ populations. All genes included in the heat maps 

had a difference in expression of at least twofold (P < 0.05 (moderated t-statistics)) and belonged 

to one of six different expression patterns (clusters 1–6; Fig. 5a,b). Genes encoding known HSC-

related transcription factors (TAL1, GATA2 and PRDM16) were significantly downregulated in 
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both CD10–CD62Lhi cells and CD10+ cells relative to their expression in the CD38– population 

(cluster 1, Fig. 5a). Genes of the HOXB family were also downregulated during the transition 

from the CD38– HSC-MPP stage to the CD10–CD62Lhi LMPP stage with no further significant 

change at the CD10+ stage (cluster 1, Fig. 5a). In contrast, expression of genes of the HOXA 

family decreased later in differentiation at the CD10+ progenitor stage (clusters 2 and 3, Fig. 5a). 

We noted reciprocal patterns of expression for members of the polycomb repressive complexes 

PRC1 (encoded by PCGF2, PHC2, and SCML4; cluster 1, Fig. 5a) and PRC2 (encoded by 

SUZ12, EZH2 and EED; cluster 5, Fig. 5a)24. These analyses showed a highly coordinated 

program of transcriptional regulation as HSC lost multipotency, became lymphoid primed and 

then committed to B lymphopoiesis. 

Lymphoid differentiation stages of CD10-CD62Lhi and CD10+ cells 

Analysis of genes upregulated only in the CD10–CD62Lhi population (cluster 4, Fig. 5b) showed 

a profile consistent with the dual lymphoid and monocyte potential of this population. 

Specifically, genes associated with T cell and NK cell lineages (CD2 and CD3E)14,25–27 and 

genes encoding lymphoid cytokine receptors (IL2RG, IL10RA, IL10RB, IL17RA and IFNGR1) 

were upregulated, as were myeloid-associated genes (MPO, CSF1R and CSF2R; Fig. 5b). 

Consistent with the cell surface expression , FLT3 was expressed in both HSCs-MPPs and 

CD10–CD62Lhi cells but not in CD10+ cells (cluster 3; Fig. 5b). Consistent with the B cell–

skewed differentiation potential of the CD10+ population, genes known to be expressed 

specifically during commitment to the B cell lineage (EBF1, PAX5, IL7R, CD79A, CD79B, 

VPREB1, VPREB3, CD19, CD22, CD24 and CD27) had high expression in CD10+ cells (cluster 

6; Fig. 5a–c). Notably, none of those B cell–specific genes were expressed in either 

CD34+CD38– cells or CD10–CD62Lhi cells. 
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Detailed analysis by quantitative PCR showed that although expression of genes 

encoding molecules essential for lymphoid commitment was highest in CD10+ cells, 

upregulation of certain genes of early  lymphoid differentiation began at the CD10–CD62Lhi 

stage. Expression of TCF3 (which encodes the transcription factor E2A) increased 2.1-fold 

during the transition from CD38– cell to CD10–CD62Lhi cell  and increased 4.4-fold in the 

transition from CD10–CD62Lhi cell to CD10+ cell (Fig. 5c). Similarly, DNTT expression 

increased 8.0-fold during the transition from CD38– cell to CD10–CD62Lhi cell and increased 

12.0-fold in the transition from CD10–CD62Lhi cell to CD10+ cell (Fig. 5c).  In contrast, RAG1 

expression was limited to CD10+ cells (Fig. 5c), which demonstrated that the mechanisms of 

DNA rearrangement for genes encoding T cell antigen receptors and immunoglobulins were not 

fully initiated in the CD10–CD62Lhi population. 

To investigate further the degree of heterogeneity of the three populations, we assayed 

the expression of key genes in single cells (Fig. 5d). These analyses showed that the HSC genes 

TAL1 (which encodes the transcription factor SCL (TAL1 )) and MPL (which encodes the 

thrombopoietin receptor) were expressed exclusively in CD38– cells, and expression of RAG1 

and PAX5 (which encodes the transcription factor PAX5 ) was limited to CD10+ cells. We 

detected expression of TCF3 in a similar percentage of  CD10–CD62Lhi and CD10+ cells. 

Detectable FLT3 expression in single cells was limited almost exclusively to the CD10–CD62Lhi 

population (Fig. 5d). Thus, the CD38– HSC-MPP, CD10–CD62Lhi and CD10+ populations had 

distinct molecular profiles, consistent with their functional ‘readout’ in vitro. Whereas the CD10+ 

population was committed to B lymphopoiesis, the CD10–CD62Lhi population included cells 

with evidence of early lymphoid priming but no expression of genes associated with 

commitment to the B cell lineage (Supplementary Fig. 7). 
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CD62L and ligand expression in human thymus 

We analyzed by flow cytometry and gene expression the coexpression of receptor-ligand pairs 

that have been reported before in mouse studies as being important in the homing of cells to and 

settling of cells in the thymus28–30. The chemokine receptor CXCR4 was expressed at similar 

abundance in CD10–CD62Lhi and CD10+ populations (Fig. 6a). However PSGL-1, the ligand for 

P-selectin, and the activation and memory marker CD44, both had higher expression in CD10–

CD62Lhi cells than in CD10+ cells (Fig. 6a). In addition, the gene encoding the chemokine 

receptor CCR7, which is expressed on mouse early thymic progenitors and mediates the 

migration of early thymocytes28–30, was significantly upregulated in the CD10–CD62Lhi 

population relative to its expression in either CD10+ cells or the CD38– population (Fig. 6b). We 

noted no consistent differences between the populations in their expression of the chemokine 

CCR9 (data not shown). 

We next examined the expression of CD62L in progenitor populations from human 

thymus. CD62L expression was higher in CD34+ thymic progenitors than in the more mature 

CD34– thymocytes (which represent >95% of all thymocytes; Fig. 6c). After further delineation 

of the CD34+ thymocyte population, we found that most CD62L-expressing cells were in the 

CD34+CD1a– subset rather than in the more mature CD34+CD1a+ subset (Fig. 6c). MECA-79 

detects a carbohydrate epitope found on the family of CD62L ligands known as ‘peripheral node 

addressins’31. We detected staining of MECA-79 in the thymic vasculature specifically in a 

subset of P-selectin-positive endothelial cells at the cortico-medullary junction of the thymus, the 

site of entry of marrow-derived precursors into the thymus (Fig. 6d–j), which suggested a 

possible role for L-selectin in homing to the human thymus. 
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DISCUSSION 

Our studies presented here have demonstrated that ‘lymphoid priming’ in human bone marrow 

begins before the onset of CD10 expression in a subset of CD34+ progenitors with high 

expression of the homing molecule CD62L. Several pieces of evidence indicated that the CD10–

CD62Lhi population was a precursor of the more B cell–restricted, CD10+ stage of 

lymphopoiesis. First, it is widely assumed that all human B cell differentiation passes through a 

CD10+ progenitor stage, and cultures initiated with CD10–CD62Lhi cells were able to generate 

CD10+ progenitors before differentiating into CD19+ B cells. In addition, although the CD10–

CD62Lhi population had greater NK potential, the number of B cells generated in culture was at 

least equivalent to that generated in cultures of CD10+ cells. Patterns of the expression of genes 

and cell-surface antigens were also consistent with a model that positions the CD10–CD62Lhi 

population before CD10 expression. 

A published study has described a CD10+ subset in the CD34+CD38neg–lo population with 

lymphoid, monocytic and dendritic cell potential but no erythroid potential21. However, this 

CD10+ ‘multilymphoid progenitor’ (MLP) also expressed the B cell–specific gene PAX5. 

Notably, the strategy for the isolation of these MLP included cells with intermediate expression 

of CD38, similar to expression in the CD10–CD62Lhi population and higher than that in the most 

primitive HSC fraction. We propose that lymphoid priming begins with upregulation of CD38 

(relative to its expression in HSCs) and that B cell commitment is initiated with the onset of 

CD10 expression and further upregulation of CD38 expression. 

Most human hematopoietic studies have used umbilical cord blood (UCB), largely 

because this source of human cells is more readily accessible than is bone marrow. Bone marrow 

progenitors have a much lower proliferative output than their immunophenotypic homologs in 
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UCB 7,17,32–34 or than HSCs from either source 35, which makes in vivo assessment of rare, non–

self-renewing bone marrow progenitor populations difficult and sometimes unfeasible. However, 

UCB does not represent steady-state postnatal hematopoiesis, and substantial differences 

between progenitors from UCB and bone marrow are known to exist in terms of 

immunophenotype and function6. Notably, the functional and molecular profiles of CD10–

CD62Lhi bone marrow progenitors (which do not express CD7) are similar to those of 

CD34+CD38–CD7+ UCB progenitors20. Moreover, the CD10–CD62Lhi immunophenotype 

described here is less reliable for the identification of a pure lymphoid-primed population in 

UCB than in bone marrow; a distinct CD62Lhi population is difficult to detect in UCB, and 

CD34+Lin–CD10–CD45RA+CD62L+ cell populations in UCB include small but readily 

detectable numbers of CFU-C (Q-L.H. and G.M.C., unpublished data). The differences in 

lineage potentials of cells with similar immunophenotypes in UCB and bone marrow, as well as 

the intrinsic functional differences that would be expected between cells that are detected 

transiently in the postnatal circulation and those that are generated throughout life in the bone 

marrow microenvironment, highlight the critical need for studies that focus on human bone 

marrow. 

Much elegant data has been generated in mouse studies to both support and challenge the 

classic idea that the lymphoid and the myelo-erythroid pathways emerge separately from a 

multipotent progenitor stage1–4,36. The ‘lymphoid-primed’ LMPPs in mouse bone marrow retain 

full lymphoid and some myeloid potential but have lost erythro-megakaryocytic potential, 

whereas common lymphoid progenitors (CLPs) represent a more mature, lymphoid-restricted 

progenitor population. Cell surface expression of Flt3 has been used to isolate LMPPs from a 

subpopulation of c-Kit+Lin–Sca-1+ cells in mouse bone marrow2, and the IL-7 receptor IL-7Ra is 
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used to define mouse CLPs in the c-Kit–Lin–Sca-1lo population1. Given our functional and 

molecular data, the CD10–CD62Lhi human bone marrow progenitor seems most similar to the 

mouse LMPPs, and the CD10+ progenitor is more analogous to the mouse CLPs. However, 

despite upregulation of FLT3 at the transcriptional level, the cell-surface expression of FLT3 has 

not been found to be useful as a marker for discriminating between human HSCs and LMPPs21 

(and reported here). Notably, studies have reported that upregulation of CD62L expression in c-

Kit+Lin–Sca-1+ mouse bone marrow cells correlates with high expression of Flt3 and loss of 

erythroid and megakaryocyte potential, which suggests that CD62L expression might be used as 

an alternative marker for discriminating between mouse multipotent progenitors and LMPPs14. 

The myeloid potential of the CD10–CD62Lhi population consisted mostly of monocyte-

macrophage and dendritic cells. The absence of clonogenic myeloid-erythroid potential in CFU-

C assays suggested that the CD10–CD62Lhi population does not represent a precursor to the main 

myelo-erythroid pathways initiated by common myeloid progenitors and granulocyte-

macrophage progenitors. Instead, we favor the proposal that the CD10–CD62Lhi cells are 

‘lymphoid-primed’ progenitors that precede CD10 expression and are able to generate limited 

numbers of monocytes-macrophages and dendritic cells. This type of residual myeloid and 

dendritic potential has been reported for even more lymphoid-committed progenitors10,17,21. A 

published paper has noted that mouse IL-7Ra+ CLPs, despite their complete lack of either CFU 

activity or in vivo myeloid potential, can generate myeloid cells in stromal cocultures, which 

suggests that myeloid differentiation may be an alternative pathway found in certain in vitro 

conditions5. Nonetheless, it is clear that the capacity for myeloid differentiation in vitro 

progressively wanes as lymphoid commitment proceeds and that this residual, mostly monocytic, 

potential is retained after erythroid potential is lost. 
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We note both differences and similarities between the CD10–CD62Lhi cells and the 

mouse LMPPs in their gene expression2,36. In both mouse LMPPs and human CD10–CD62Lhi 

cells, genes encoding the transcription factor TAL-1 and the cytokine receptor MPL are 

substantially downregulated relative to their expression in HSCs, whereas KIT expression is 

retained36,37. Expression of the gene encoding E2A, which is essential for the development of 

mouse LMPPs38, is also upregulated during generation of the CD10–CD62Lhi population from 

HSCs-MPPs, but B cell–specific genes such as EBF1 and PAX5 are not. In contrast, components 

of the molecular machinery required for DNA recombination seem to have high expression in 

mouse LMPPs36, but in our human studies, RAG1 and RAG2 were expressed at the CD10+ stage 

and DNTT expression was significantly higher in CD10+ cells than in CD10–CD62Lhi cells. 

The identification of a lymphoid-primed precursor prior to the previously reported CD10+ 

‘CLP’10 raises the question of whether CD10–CD62Lhi cells are recruited to the thymus to initiate 

T cell differentiation. Controversy about the identity of precursors that seed the mouse thymus 

has continued for over a decade, and it seems likely that more than one type of bone marrow 

progenitor may be able to initiate thymopoiesis. Experimental restrictions make it impossible to 

definitively prove the identity of the bone marrow precursors that normally seed the human 

thymus. The CD10+CD24– population in bone marrow probably represents a lymphoid 

progenitor that seeds the human thymus, given the finding of a similar immunophenotypic subset 

among human thymocytes12. The thymocyte data presented here have provided evidence that the 

CD10–CD62Lhi cells may be an additional or alternative thymic precursor population. It should 

be noted that although CD62L expression was highest on CD34+CD1a– progenitors, CD10–

CD62Lhi bone marrow cells are not precursors of the most primitive (CD7–) subset of 

CD34+CD1a– thymocytes. CD34+CD1a–CD7– thymocytes have high myeloid and erythroid 
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potential in clonogenic assays39 and do not express CD62L. It is not clear at this time whether 

CD62L becomes upregulated as CD34+CD1a–CD7– MPPs differentiate into CD34+CD1a–CD7+ 

thymocytes or whether CD7 is rapidly upregulated when CD7–CD62Lhi LMPPs engage with the 

thymic microenvironment. PSGL-1–P-selectin interactions are critical mediators of homing to 

mouse thymus40. As PSGL-1 had abundant expression on both HSC-MPP and CD10–CD62Lhi 

bone marrow cells, it is possible that homing to human thymus involves the same mechanism. 

However, the high expression of L-selectin in the primitive CD34+CD1a– thymocyte population 

and the endothelial expression of L-selectin ligands in the human thymus, specifically in the 

cortico-medullary region, raises the possibility that in addition to being involved in the homing 

of lymphocytes to peripheral lymphoid organs, L-selectin may have a role in progenitor homing 

to human thymus. We have noted expression of CD62L in a subset of CD34+Lin–CD10– cells 

(but not CD34+CD10+ cells) in mobilized peripheral blood (data not shown), but the 

physiological relevance and lineage potential of this mobilized population is as yet unclear. Of 

note, although interactions with L-selectin have not been described in homing to mouse thymus, 

CD62L expression has been used to identify a population of mouse bone marrow progenitors that 

efficiently and rapidly reconstitute the mouse thymus after transplantation15,16, and a population 

of c-Kit+Lin–Sca-1+CD62L+ RAG-1– progenitors  is found in both mouse bone marrow and 

mouse thymus16. 

The reliance on CD10 expression as a marker of lymphoid commitment in previous 

studies of hematopoietic progenitors in human bone marrow has until now meant that states of 

differentiation could be compared only between multipotent progenitors and progenitors 

committed to the B cell lineage. The identification of a progenitor in human bone marrow primed 

for full lymphoid differentiation, and before B cell commitment, will now permit delineation of 
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the molecular regulation of the first stages of lymphoid commitment in human hematopoiesis. It 

will also allow understanding of how these processes are affected during aberrant hematopoiesis 

in disease states. 

METHODS 

Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. 

Accession codes. GEO: microarray data, GSE35685.  

Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper. 
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Figure 1  Identification of bone marrow progenitors that lack myeloid and erythroid clonogenic 

potential. (a) Expression of CD10 and CD7 on CD34+Lin– bone marrow cells. Numbers in (or 

adjacent to) outlined areas indicate percent cells in each throughout. (b) Methylcellulose CFU-C 

assay of the myeloid and erythroid clonogenic output of various CD34+ Lin– subsets. BFU-E, 

burst-forming unit, erythroid; GM, granulocyte-macrophage; GEMM, granulocyte-erythrocyte-

monocyte-macrophage. Total, n = 4; CD10–CD7– and CD10–CD7+, n = 2; CD10+, n = 5, all n’s 

refer to independent bone marrow samples. (c) Strategy for the isolation of CD34+Lin–

CD45RA+10+ (CD10+) cells and CD34+Lin–CD45RA+CD10–CD62Lhi (CD10–CD62Lhi) cells by 

flow cytometry (representative of n > 30 independent bone marrow samples; for full gating 

strategy see Supplementary Fig 2 (d) Myeloid and erythroid clonogenic capacity of various 

CD34+Lin– subsets (For number of independent bone marrow samples assayed, and t-test of 

CFU-C in CD10–CD62Lhi relative to all other populations shown, see Supplementary Table 

1a,b). IL-3RloCD45RA–, common myeloid progenitor; IL-3R–CD45RA–, megakarocytic-

erythroid progenitor; IL3Rlo CD45RA+, granulocyte-macrophage progenitor. (e) CD62L 

expression on subsets of the CD34+Lin– populations. (f) Expression of CD62L and CD7 on gated 

CD34+Lin–CD10– cells, assessed by flow cytometry. Numbers in quadrants indicate percent cells 

in each throughout. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001. (t-tests). Data are representative of 

seven independent experiments (a), five independent experiments (b), thirty experiments with 

over thirty independent bone marrow samples (c), nine independent experiments (d), thirty 

experiments with over thirty independent bone marrow samples (e), three independent 

experiments with three independent bone marrow samples (f); error bars (b,d), s.e.m.  
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Figure 2  Lympho-myeloid potential of bone marrow progenitors. (a) Expression of CD19 (B 

cells) and CD56 (NK cells)  from CD34+Lin– cells cultured for 4 weeks in B cell-NK cell 

lymphoid conditions (on OP9 stromal cells with KIT ligand (KL), FLT3 ligand (FL) and 

thrombopoietin), initiated with CD10–CD62Lhi cells (left) or CD10+ cells (right), assessed by 

flow cytometry. (b) Cell output of CD34+Lin– populations in B cell–NK cell lymphoid cultures 

initiated with CD10–CD62Lhi or CD10+ cells (key), presented relative to cell number at day 0. 

(c,d) Flow cytometry of CD34+Lin–  cells cultured for 4–8 weeks in T cell conditions (on OP9 

stromal cells expressing the Notch ligand DLL1, in the presence of KL, FL and IL-7), initiated 

with CD10–CD62Lhi cells (top row, c; d) or CD10+ cells (bottom row, c). (e) Cell output of bulk 

cultures of CD34+Lin– populations initiated with CD10– CD62Lhi cells or CD10+ cells and 

cultured in T cell conditions (presented as in b). *P < 0.038 (1-way ANOVA). (f) Cell growth of 

bone marrow CD34+Lin– populations in myelo-erythroid cocultures (OP9 stroma with IL-3, 

thrombopoietin, KL, erythropoietin and FL) initiated with HSCs (CD34+Lin– CD38–), CD10–

CD62Lhi cells or CD10+ cells (presented as in b). *P < 0.0001, for CD38– versus CD10–CD62Lhi 

or CD10+, or *P = 0.49 for CD10–CD62Lhi versus CD10+ (1-way ANOVA). Data are from one 

representative of ten independent experiments (a), one representative of ten independent 

experiments (b), one representative of six experiments (c) one representative of three 

experiments (d) or are from six experiments (e), or three independent experiments (f; error bars 

(e,f), s.e.m.). 

Figure 3  Lineage potential of CD10– CD62Lhi cells by in vitro clonal analysis and in vivo 

transplantation studies. (a,b) Limiting dilution analysis of CD10–CD62Lhi cells grown in B cell–

NK cell conditions (a) or T cell conditions (b), presented as frequency of wells lacking B cells–

NK cells (B-NK– wells) or T cells (T– wells). (c) Lineage analysis of clones from single CD10–
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CD62Lhi or CD10+ cells in B cell–NK cell lymphoid coculture, presented as frequency of wells 

with clonal growth containing NK cells (NK), B cells (B) or both (B & NK). (d) Flow cytometry 

of clones generated in B cell–NK cell conditions from one to three CD10–CD62Lhi cells showing 

NK cell potential (CD56+), myeloid potential (CD14+CD15+) and dendritic cell potential 

(CD1a+) of one clone (far left and middle left); B cell potential (CD19+) and dendritic cell 

potential (CD1a+; middle right); or coexpression of myeloid and dendritic cell markers from a 

single-cell clone (far right). (e) Flow cytometry of a single clone generated in T cell conditions 

showing T cell potential (CD4+CD8+) and myeloid potential (CD4dimCD14+CD15+). (f) Flow 

cytometry of bone marrow from a mouse of the NSG strain, analyzed 2 weeks after 

transplantation of 1 ! 105 irradiated CD34– carrier cells only (negative control; left) or 3 ! 104 

CD34+Lin–CD10–CD62Lhi cells (center) or 1.5 ! 105 CD34+Lin– cells (right), showing human 

engraftment (top row; cells positive for HLA class 1 and human CD45), B cells (CD19+) and 

myeloid cells (CD14, CD15, & CD33+) from gated human cells (middle row), and back-gating 

of B cells and myeloid cells from plots above (bottom row). SSC, side scatter; FSC, forward 

scatter. (g) Frequency of human myeloid cells and human B cells among the total human cells in 

f. Each symbol represents an individual mouse; small horizontal lines indicate the mean. Data are 

from three experiments (a,b; error bars, s.e.m.) three experiments (c), three experiments (d),three 

experiments (e), one experiment (f) or one experiment with three mice per group (g). 

Figure 4  CD10–CD62Lhi cells represent an intermediate stage of differentiation between HSCs 

and CD10+ progenitors. (a) Expression of key cell-surface markers on various CD34+Lin– 

populations (key), assessed by flow cytometry (top row, left; bottom row), and summary of those 

results (top right), presented as mean florescence intensity (MFI). *P < 0.010 and **P < 0.001 (t-

tests). (b) Flow cytometry of B cell–NK cell lymphoid cultures initiated with CD38–, CD10–
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CD62Lhi or CD10+ cells and assessed at 1 week. (c) Unsupervised whole-genome principal-

component analysis of CD38–, CD10–CD62Lhi or CD10+ populations from human bone marrow. 

Data are from eighteen experiments with two or three independent samples per marker (or 14 

samples for CD38; a),  two independent experiments (b) orthree experiments with three 

independent bone marrow samples (c). 

Figure 5  CD10–CD62Lhi cells represent a distinct progenitor population with a unique 

expression profile that combines HSC and early lymphoid cell genes. (a) Expression of genes 

encoding transcription factors (a) or cytoplasmic and cell-surface molecules (b) with a difference 

in expression of more than twofold by pair-wise comparison (P < 0.05) and defined as follows 

based on statistical analysis (not heat-map appearance): cluster 1, upregulated only in CD38– 

cells relative to two other equivalent populations (CD38– > (CD10–CD62Lhi = CD10+); cluster 2, 

CD38– > CD62Lhi > CD10+; cluster 3, (CD38– = CD10–CD62Lhi) > CD10+; cluster 4, CD10–

CD62Lhi > (CD38– = CD10+); cluster 5, (CD10–CD62Lhi = CD10+) > CD38–; cluster 6, CD10+ > 

(CD10–CD62Lhi = CD38–). (c) Quantitative PCR analysis of selected genes, presented relative to 

expression in CD10–CD62Lhi cells. *P £ 0.050, **P < 0.010 and ***P < 0.001 (1-way 

ANOVA). (d) Quantitative PCR analysis of selected genes in single cells, presented as the 

frequency of single cells expressing the gene. Data are representative of three independent 

experiments (a,b),three experiments with three biological replicates (c; mean and s.e.m.) or one 

experiment with 13 cells assayed per gene (d). 

Figure 6  High CD62L expression and progenitor recruitment [Author: Of what? Revised] to 

human thymus. (a) Expression of homing molecules on CD10–CD62Lhi cells and CD10+ cells, 

assessed by flow cytometry (gated as CD34+Lin–). (b) Quantitative PCR analysis of CCR7 gene 

expression in CD38–, CD10–CD62Lhi and CD10+ cells. *P £ 0.05 ().(c) CD62L expression in 
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human CD34+ or CD34– thymocytes (top) and CD34+CD1A+ and CD34+CD1A– thymocytes 

(bottom), assessed by flow cytometry. (d) Chromagen immunohistochemistry showing MECA-

79 staining at the cortico-medullary junction of the thymus. Scale bars, 200 mm. (e–g) 

Fluorescence immunohistochemistry of region as in d showing costaining of MECA-79 (e) with 

blood vessels positive for vascular endothelial cadherin (VE-cadherin (CD144); f) and a merged 

image (g). Scale bars, 100 mm. (h–j) Fluorescence immunohistochemistry showing costaining of 

MECA-79 (h) in a subset of P-selectin–positive blood vessels (i) at the cortico-medullary 

junction of the thymus, and a merged image (j). Scale bars, 100 mm. Data are representative of 

three experiments with three biological replicates (a), three experiments with three biological 

replicates (b; mean and s.e.m.), three experiments with three biological replicates (c), one 

experiment (d–j). 

ONLINE METHODS 

Isolation of bone marrow cells. 

Normal human bone marrow and thymic cells were obtained from healthy donors via the 

Pathology Tissue Core of the University of California, Los Angeles, Cincinnati Children’s 

Hospital, or AllCells according to guidelines approved by Institutional Review Board of the 

University of California, Los Angeles. Samples were enriched for CD34+ cells by the magnetic-

activated cell-sorting (MACS) system (Miltenyi Biotec). 

Samples enriched for CD34+ cells were incubated with combinations of monoclonal 

antibodies specific for human molecules (allophycocyanin-indotricarbocyanine–conjugated 

antibody to (anti-CD34; 581; (Biolegend), phycoerythrin-indodicarbocyanine–anti-CD45RA 

(HI100), allophycocyanin–anti-CD38 (HIT2), phycoerythrin-indotricarbocyanine–anti-CD10 
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(HI10a), phycoerythrin–anti-CD62L (DREG-56), phycoerythrin– or phycoerythrin-

indodicarbocyanine–anti-CD7 (M-T701) and fluorescein isothiocyanate–labeled lineage-

depletion antibodies anti-CD3 (SK7), anti-CD14 (M2E2), anti-CD19 (4G7), anti-CD56 (MY31) 

and anti-CD235a (GA-R2; all from Becton Dickinson). The DNA-intercalating dye DAPI (4',6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole) was added for analysis of viability. A ‘no-antibody’ control defined 

negative gates. Additional analyses used the following antibodies: Alexa Fluor 647–anti-CD127 

(HIL-7R-M21), allophycocyanin–anti-CD117 (YB5.B8), allophycocyanin–anti-CD184 (anti-

CXCR4; 12G5), allophycocyanin–anti-PSGL-1 (anti-CD162 or anti-SELPLG; KPL-1), 

phycoerythrin–anti-Flt3 (anti-CD135; 4G8), allophycocyanin–anti-CD44 (G44-26), 

allophycocyanin–anti-CD62L (DREG-56), phycoerythrin-indodicarbocyanine–anti-CD90 (5E10) 

and phycoerythrin–anti-HLA-DR (L234; all from BD). Cells were isolated on a FACSAria (355-

, 405-, 488-, 561- and 633-nm lasers; BD Immunocytometry Systems). 

B cell–NK cell lymphoid cultures. 

Cells isolated by flow cytometry were plated in bulk on OP9 stroma in 48-well plates or as single 

cells or by limiting dilution on OP9 or MS5 stroma in 96-well plates with an automated cell-

deposition unit. Cells were cultured in lymphoid medium (RPMI-1640 medium (Irvine 

Scientific) with 5% FCS (Biowhittaker), 50 mM 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma), penicillin-

streptomycin, L-glutamine (Gemini Bio Products)) with IL-7 (5 ng/ml), Flt3 ligand (5 ng/ml) and 

thrombopoietin (5 ng/ml), with or without IL-3 (5 ng/ml) for first 3–5 of culture  (cytokines from 

R&D Systems). Clones were recorded as being positive if they included more than 100 cells. 

Cloning efficiency of single cells was defined as follows: (positive wells / total wells) ! 100 

(limiting-dilution plating information, Supplementary Table 2 
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T cell lymphoid cultures. 

Cells were plated in bulk on 6-well or 96-well plates or as single cells or by limiting dilution 

(with an automated cell-deposition unit) on established OP9 stroma expressing the Notch ligand 

DL1 in lymphoid medium with IL-7 (5 ng/ml), Flt3 ligand (5 ng/ml) and stem-cell factor (1 

ng/ml; R&D Systems)41. 

Myelo-erythroid cultures and CFU assay. 

Populations were plated on OP9 stroma in DMEM with 10% FBS, with IL-3 (5 ng/ml), Flt3 

ligand (5 ng/ml), stem-cell factor (5 ng/ml), thrombopoietin (50 ng/ml) and erythropoietin (4 

U/ml; R&D Systems). CFU assays were done as described39. 

Lineage-specific analysis. 

Cells were collected from transplanted mice and cultured, then were stained with the following 

human-specific monoclonal antibodies (alls from BD): anti-CD45 (HI30; for all human 

hematopoietic cells); anti-HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C (G46-2.6; for all human cells); anti-

CD19 (4G7 and SJ25C1; for B lymphoid cells); anti-CD56 (MY31; for NK cells); anti-CD209 

(DCN46; for dendritic cells); anti-CD1A (HI149), anti-CD3 (SK7), anti-CD4 (RPA-T4), anti-

CD7(M-T701), anti-CD8 (RPA-T8) and anti-TCRab (WT31),  for T lymphoid cells); anti-

CD235a (GA-R2; for erythroid cells); anti-CD14 (M5E2) and anti-CD11B (ICRF44), for 

monocytic cells); anti-CD14 (M5E2), anti-CD15 (W6D3) and anti-CD33 (WM53); for myeloid 

cells); or anti-CD66B (G10F5; for granulocytic cells). A Fortessa or LSRII (BD) was used for 

flow cytometry, and data were analyzed with FlowJo software. T cell differentiation was 

assessed by RT-PCR of human CD45+ cells and mouse CD29– cells isolated at 4–5 weeks from 

T cell lymphoid cultures. 
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In vivo studies. 

Adult mice of the NSG strain (Jackson Laboratories) were used for in vivo experiments 

according to protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of 

University of California Los Angeles. Adult NSG mice were irradiated (375 cGy) before 

intratibial injection of 3 ! 104 CD10–CD62Lhi cells (n = 3  mice) or 2 ! 104 to 15 ! 104 

CD34+Lin– bone marrow cells (n = 3 mice), each with 1 ! 105 ‘carrier’ cells (irradiated (3,000 

cGy) CD34– UCB cells) and were killed 2 weeks later for analysis by flow cytometry. Total 

human engraftment was defined as cells positive for HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-C and human CD45. 

Negative control mice received only irradiated carrier cells. 

Quantitative PCR analysis. 

After cell isolation with a FACSAria, RNA was extracted with a Qiagen RNAEsay Microkit 

(Qiagen) and reverse-transcribed with Omniscript RT, OLIGO DT, and RNAguard (Pharmacia 

Biotech). An ABI Viia7 was used for real-time PCR with Taqman Mastermix and TaqMan 

probe–based gene-expression analysis probes, (List of probes, see Supplementary Table 3) 

(Applied Biosystems). Reactions were done in technical and biological triplicates. Nine 

candidate reference genes were analyzed with geNormplus software for optimal reference genes42. 

Quantitative PCR results were normalized to the geometric means of results obtained for the 

reference genes ACTB and B2M through the use of the change-in-cycling-threshold methods 

(!!CT). 

Single-cell quantitative PCR was done on a Fluidigm Biomark 48.48 gene expression 

chip with Taqman probes and results were analyzed with Real-Time Software v3.0.2 (Fluidigm) 
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at the University of California, Los Angeles GeneSeq Core. The gene encoding b2-microglobulin 

was used as a positive control for presence of cDNA. 

Microarray analysis. 

RNA from bone marrow from three different donors was extracted with Microkit (Qiagenand 

hybridized onto Affymetrix U133 Plus 2.0 Array (Affymetrix). The robust multichip average 

method43 was used to obtain normalized expression from the three populations. The Microarray 

Suite 5 (MAS5) algorithm44 was used for present, marginal or absent ‘calls’ for all replicates. 

Replicate arrays from the three populations were hierarchically clustered with Spearman rank 

correlation (distance metric) and average linkage (agglomeration) method. Only probe sets 

considered ‘present’ by the MAS5 method in all replicates in any of the three populations 

(24,067 probes) were used for hierarchical clustering. The number of genes with a difference in 

expression in Venn diagrams was calculated with the R/Bioconductor software45 package 

Limma46 at a P value of less than 0.01 and change in threshold of ± twofold. For genes with 

multiple probe sets, the probe set with the lowest P value was chosen. Probe sets not mapped to a 

gene with an official symbol were excluded. Genes were considered for inclusion in the heat map 

only if they had a difference in expression of ± twofold and the difference was significant at a P 

value of less than 0.05 relative to expression by the other population of cells in at least one 

condition (Limma). Gene set enrichment analysis was done as described47. For presentation, 

Cluster 3.0 software (clustering)48 and Java TreeView software (dendrograms and heat maps)49 

were used. 
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Immunohistochemistry. 

Human thymuses were frozen at –80 °C and embedded in optimum cutting temperature 

compound (Tissue-Tek) and sections 5 mm in thickness were stained with hematoxylin and 

eosin. For immunohistochemistry, sections were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, then 

were incubated with primary antibody (anti-MECA-79 (1:83 dilution; sc-19602; Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology) and/or anti-VE-cadherin (1:83 dilution; BV6; Chemicon International)), 

followed by incubation with secondary antibody (anti-rat () and/or anti-mouse horseradish 

conjugated-peroxidase (Vector). For fluorescence immunohistochemistry, Tyramide Signal 

Amplification Alexa Fluor 594 and/or Tyramide Signal Amplification Alexa Fluor 488 was 

applied (Invitrogen Molecular Probes, Cat# T20925, T20912). For chromagen staining, DAB 

(3,3-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride) was applied, followed by hematoxylin (Jackson 

Immunoresearch). Sections were viewed with Axioimager with Apotome Imagining System 

(10!), and images were captured with an Axiocam MRm camera (florescence) or HRc camera 

(chromagen; Zeiss). 

Statistical analysis. 

Prism version 5 (GraphPad Software Inc) was used for statistical analysis. The two-way analysis 

of variance was used for comparison of growth potential. The mean and s.e.m. were calculated 

for total CFU output of populations, mean fluorescence intensity and quantitative PCR, and the 

one-way analysis of variance with a Tukey post-test was used for statistical analysis. ELDA 

software50 was used for limiting dilution analysis. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Lymphoid Development in Humans with Deficiencies in the IL2Rgamma chain Pathway 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 presents my in-progress research in on early B-lymphoid and mature B cells in 

human bone marrow from patients with Severe Combined Immune Deficiency caused by 

defects in IL2RG signaling. We demonstrate that the earliest stages of B lymphoid 

development are unaffected by defects in IL2RG signaling in these patients.  

 

Lisa Ann Kohn designed, performed, collected, and analyzed experiments, and is 

finishing experiments and writing the paper. 
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Abstract 

Despite the best efforts of scientists to elucidate the workings of the immune system 

through the study of model systems, critical differences exist between species that require 

the direct study of human cells. Illustrating this point is the difference in phenotype 

between SCID patients with mutations in the gamma chain signaling pathways and mice 

with similar mutations in which humans produce B cells but mice lack B cells. To 

address these differences, our studies examine bone marrow from SCID patients to 

determine the stage of lymphoid differentiation blockage. These studies are made 

possible by recent findings of human post-natal BM LMPP. 

 

Key Words 

Severe Combined Immunodeficiency 

Common Gamma Chain 

Human Bone Marrow 

Common Lymphoid Progenitor 

Lymphoid-primed Multipotent Progenitor 
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Introduction 

The stepwise process of differentiation from multipotent hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) 

into functional lymphocytes consists of passing through many intermediate progenitor 

stages prior to becoming a mature lymphoid cell. Severe Combined Immune Deficiency 

(SCID) is a genetic syndrome characterized by a profound or absolute deficiency in 

functional T lymphoid cells. Depending on the specific mutation, B and Natural Killer 

(NK) cell production are also affected. Multiple genetic mutations can cause this 

syndrome, several are caused by defects in cytokine signaling.  

 

The most common form of SCID, X-linked SCID (X-SCID), is caused by a null mutation 

in the IL2RG gene, whose protein product is known as the common gamma chain (!c). 

(1) IL2RG encodes a type I cytokine receptor chain that acts as the common signaling 

chain shared between the interleukin receptors IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, IL-15 and IL-21. 

(2-7) Mutation of IL2RG results in complex phenotype due to an inability to differentiate 

or function in response to multiple lymphoid cytokines.(2) This deficiency in !c is 

characterized by an absence of peripheral T and NK cells, and present but functionally 

impaired B cells.(2, 8)  

 

After the !c dimerizes with one of the above ligands, its signaling is mediated by the 

hematopoietic restricted tyrosine kinase Janus-activated kinase 3 (JAK3)-signal 

transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) pathway. JAK3 is directly associated 

with !c dependent cytokines.(9, 10) Disruption of the gene encoding JAK3 causes Jak3-
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SCID, an autosomal form of SCID with an otherwise identical clinical phenotype to X-

SCID.(11, 12) 

 

Although humans with mutations in IL2RG or JAK3 have normal numbers of circulating 

B cells, mice with similar mutations are unable to develop B cells.(13-15) The lack of B 

cell development in IL2RG and Jak3(16-18) null mice has been specifically attributed to 

deficient IL7 signaling, as IL7R! knock-out mice are unable to develop B cells.(19) In 

mice, IL7 critically regulates expression of early B cell factor (EBF) in the early stages of 

B lineage commitment in bone marrow (BM), especially at the CLP and pre-proB stages 

and B cell development is arrested at the pre-proB stage. (20-22) Patients with IL7R! 

defects have a normal number of B cells, similar to patients with defects in IL2RG or 

JAK3 and unlike IL7R knock-out mice. (23) All stages of hematopoiesis, from early 

progenitors to many categories of mature lymphoid cells, have been examined in mice 

that are null for IL2RG, IL7R!, or IL7R.(20) However, examination of hematopoietic 

progenitors in humans with SCID is more difficult, as it requires an invasive BM draw. 

Despite the experimental hurdles, it is important to directly investigate mechanisms of 

human lymphoid commitment, especially because cytokine deficiencies result in different 

phenotypes in humans and mice.  

 

We applied thus applied the identification of the human LMPP progenitor population in 

normal BM (24) to the clinically relevant question how the lack of IL2RG signaling 

affects the regulation of the lymphoid commitment. Because SCID patients have normal 

numbers of circulating B cells, we hypothesized that the earliest stages of B lymphoid 
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development will be unaffected in these patients, and that we would be able to detect both 

B1 and non-B1 mature populations. These studies demonstrate that the earliest stages of 

B lymphoid development are unaffected by defects in IL2RG signaling in these human 

patients. These results demonstrate the critical differences between lymphopoiesis in 

mice and humans, and the importance of overcoming experimental hurdles in order to 

directly investigate human lymphoid commitment. 
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Methods 

Collection of bone marrow, cord blood and peripheral blood cells 

Human bone was collected from patients with Severe Combined Immunodeficiency at 

University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) and Childrens Hospital of Los Angeles 

(CHLA). Normal human adult BM and peripheral blood were obtained from healthy 

donors via the Pathology Tissue Core at UCLA. Umbilical cord blood (CB) was collected 

from normal deliveries at UCLA. All materials were collected according to protocols 

approved by the UCLA and CHLA Investigational Review Boards.  

 

Cell Isolation and Analysis 

Mononuclear cells were isolated by density gradient centrifugation using Ficoll-Paque 

(GE Healthcare). Samples were enriched for CD34+ cells by the magnetic-activated cell-

sorting (MACS) system (Miltenyi Biotec). Samples enriched for CD34+ progenitor cells 

were incubated with combinations of monoclonal antibodies specific for human 

molecules (allophycocyanin- indotricarbocyanine–conjugated (APC-Cy7) anti-CD34 

(581; Biolegend); and phycoerythrin-indodicarbocyanine (PERCP-Cy5.5)–anti-CD45RA 

(HI100), allo-phycocyanin (APC)–anti-CD38 (HIT2), phycoerythrin-indotricarbocyanine 

(PE-Cy7)– anti-CD10 (HI10a), phycoerythrin (PE)–anti-CD62L (DREG-56), PE–anti-

CD7 (M-T701), PE –anti-CD127 (aka IL7Ralpha) (HIL-7R-M21), fluorescein 

isothiocyanate (FITC) anti-CD7(M-T701), APC anti-CD19 (4G7 and SJ25C1), PE or 

APC-Cy7 anti-CD3 (SK7), FITC anti-CD56 (MY31), APC anti-CD4  (RPA-T4), PE-Cy7 

anti-CD8 (RPA-T8), PE anti-CD24 (ML5), FITC anti-CD20 (L27), PE anti-CD20 (2H7), 

PERCP-Cy5.5 anti-IgM (MHM-88, Biolegend), FITC anti-CD27 (M-T271), APC anti-
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CD43 (IG10), FITC anti-CD45RO(UCHL1),  and FITC–labeled lineage-depletion 

antibodies anti-CD3 (SK7), anti- CD14 (M2E2), anti-CD19 (4G7), anti-CD56 (MY31) 

and anti-CD235a (GA-R2; all from Becton Dickinson unless noted).  

 

Cells were isolated on a FACSAria (355-, 405-, 488-, 561- and 633-nm lasers; BD 

Immunocytometry Systems). The DNA-intercalating dye DAPI (4!,6-diamid- ino-2-

phenylindole) was added for analysis of viability. A ‘no-antibody’ control defined 

negative gates. B1 cell gating was defined using the florescent minus one technique.  

 

Quantitative PCR analysis 

After isolation of cells with a FACSAria, RNA was extracted with a Qiagen RNAEsay 

Microkit (Qiagen) and reverse-transcribed with Omniscript RT, OLIGO DT, and 

RNAguard (Pharmacia Biotech). An ABI Viia7 was used for real-time PCR with Taqman 

Mastermix and TaqMan probe– based gene-expression analysis (probes (Applied 

Biosystems). Reactions were done in technical triplicates, optimal reference genes were 

previously determined(24, 25). Quantitative PCR results were normalized to B2M 

through the use of the change-in-cycling-threshold methods (""CT). 

 

Statistical analysis  

Prism version 5 (GraphPad Software Inc) was used for statistical analysis and graphic 

generation. Flow cytometry data were analyzed with FlowJo software. 
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Results 

Clinical and Demographic Characteristics of Subjects 

Clinical data of the SCID patients and normals are presented in Table I. BM from 6 

patients with SCID was examined, along with 4 normal adult BMs and 3 normal 

umbilical cord bloods. Three of the SCID patients have X-SCID, and one had JAK3-

SCID. As an age matched control, we also examined BM from two patients with 

Adenosine Deaminase (ADA)-SCID who were on PEG-ADA therapy at the time of BM 

collection.  

 

SCID patients’ T cells are of maternal origin 

As expected based on findings in peripheral blood, patients with SCID demonstrated a 

markedly reduced frequency of T lymphoid cells (CD3+) in their BM compared to 

typical BM and cord blood (Fig. 1a). Of the patients who were analyzed, 3 of 4 had 

detectable maternal engraftment of lymphocytes based on Fluorescent In Situ 

Hybridization (FISH). Consistent with maternal engraftment, T cells in all SCID patients 

were predominantly CD45RO+ cells, in contrast to normal adult BM and cord blood. The 

ratio of mature CD45R0+ cells to immature CD45RA+ cells was higher within the SCID 

patients than in either the normal BM or cord blood samples (Fig. 1b). Concordant with 

their phenotype all SCID patients had less than 1% NK cells (CD56+)(Fig. 1c). 

 

LMPP and CLP generation is not dependent on IL2Rg expression 

Within both the normal and patient BM samples examined, the primitive markers CD34 

and CD38  were detected amongst Lin- hematopoietic cells (Fig. 2a). We have 
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previously shown that during differentiation of HSC into CD34+lin-CD45RA+ CD62L 

LMPP, IL2RG is significantly up-regulated and continues to increase between the LMPP 

and CLP stages.(24) We thus investigated whether absence of IL2RG would affect the 

earliest stages of human lymphoid commitment. Analysis of BM showed that the CLP 

(CD10+CD45RA+) and LMPP (CD10-CD45RA+CD62Lhi) populations were readily 

detectable BM from two infants with X-SCID and one with Jak3-SCID (Figs. 2b and 

2c). Thus signaling through the common gamma chain is not required for the earliest 

stage of lymphoid commitment. 

 

IL7R! is detected in the absence of the common gamma chain 

Consistent with BM from normal infants, most CD34+ cells from X-SCID and Jak3-

SCID were B cell progenitors, expressing an immunophenotype  CD10+ CLPs or Pro-B 

cells. In all examined samples, robust CLP and Pro-B populations could be 

phenotypically detected. (Fig. 3a). Surface expression of IL7R! (which typically partners 

with "c) was detected in the early CLP (CD34+CD10+CD19-), an expression pattern also 

seen in normal BM (Fig. 3b). (26) IL7R!’s alternative dimerization partner, Thymic 

Stromal Lymphopoietin (TSLP, gene name CRLF2), was not detected by flow cytometry 

on any population of cells (data not shown). Thus signaling through the common gamma 

chain is not required for normal generation of B lymphoid progenitors, or surface 

IL7Ralpha expression. 

 

Early B Cell Production is maintained in the absence of IL7 signaling 
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Despite the lack of functional !c, X-SCID and JAK3 patients were able to produce 

several stages of mature B cells, including cells that expressed surface immunoglobulin 

(IgM) (Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c). These cells were not of exclusively fetal origin B1 cells, as 

the majority of detected cells did not show the B1 phenotype (CD20+CD3-CD43+CD27+) 

(Figs. 4d and 4e). Consistent with their normal counter parts, early CLP and Pro-B cells 

had detectable levels of  the early lymphoid genes Rag1 and TDT, and also expressed 

EBF1. (Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5c). 
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Discussion 

A potential explanation for circulating B cells found in patients with SCID is that 

the cells are of the B-1 cell population, a population of spontaneously IgM secreting B 

cells of fetal origin that arise from a distinct hematopoietic progenitor.(27, 28) Recent 

developments have identified a potential B1 population in human UCB and peripheral 

blood. (29) In our studies, the majority of B cells interrogated did not express the B1 

phenotype.   

!
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 Table I: Source of Hematopoietic Samples 
Alternative Title: Patient Characteristics 
Cell Source Clinical Genotype Phenotype Age at Analysis Sex 
Bone Marrow IL2R! SCID (1) T- B+ NK- 3 months M 
Bone Marrow IL2R! SCID (2) T- B+ NK- 2 weeks M 
Bone Marrow IL2R! SCID (3) T- B+ NK- 8 weeks M 
Bone Marrow JAK3 SCID T- B+ NK- 3 months F 
Bone Marrow ADA SCID (1) T- B+ NK+a   3 months F 
Bone Marrow ADA SCID (2) T- B-  NK+ 21 months F 
Bone Marrow Normal  T+ B+ NK+ 6 yrs Unknown 
Bone Marrow Normal  T+ B+ NK+ Adult (>20yrs) Unknown 
Bone Marrow Normal  T+ B+ NK+ Adult (>20yrs) Unknown 
Bone Marrow Normal T+ B+ NK+ Adult (>20yrs) Unknown 
Cord Blood Normal T+ B+ NK+    Neonatal Unknown 
Cord Blood Normal T+ B+ NK+  Neonatal Unknown 
Cord Blood Normal T+ B+ NK+  Neonatal Unknown 

 
aPatient on exogenous ADA therapy at time of phenotyping  
 
IL2R! SCID IL2Rgamma deficient Severe Combined Immune Deficiency aka X linked 
Severe Combined Immune Deficiency 
JAK3 SCID Janus Associated Kinase 3 deficient Severe Combined Immune Deficiency 
ADA SCID Adenosine Deaminase Severe Combined Immune Deficiency  
T T cell 
B B cell 
NK Natural Killer cell 
+ Cell type present 
-  Cell type absent 
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Figure Caption List  
 
Fig. 1!T cell deficiency in SCID patients 
(a) The percentage of mature CD34- human bone marrow or cord cells that are CD3+ T 
cells as detected by flow cytometry (b) Ratio of mature CD45R0+ cells to immature  
CD45RA+ cells amongst human bone marrow CD3+ T cells as detected by flow 
cytometry 
 
Fig. 2 Lack of gamma chain signaling does not block early lymphoid commitment 
(a) CD34 and CD38 expression on CD34 enriched lineage negative (Lin-) hematopoietic 
cells (Lineage includes CD3, CD14, CD19, CD56 and Glycophorin a) (b) Common 
Lymphoid Progenitors (CD10+CD45RA+) are detected within CD34+Lin- hematopoietic 
cells from all sources (c) Lymphoid-primed multipotent progenitors (CD10-

CD62LhiCD45RA+) are detected within CD34+CD10-Lin- hematopoietic cells from all 
sources 
 
Fig. 3!IL7R! is detected in the absence of the common gamma chain signaling pathway 
(a) CD10 and CD19 expression on CD34+ hematopoietic progenitor cells (b) IL7R! 
expression on Common Lymphoid Progenitors (CD34+CD10+CD19-) (red) and unstained 
controls (black) 
 
Fig. 4 B Cell Differentiation is maintained in the absence of IL7 signaling 
(a) CD19 and CD20, (b) CD24 and CD20, or (c) membrane bound IgM and CD20 
expression on CD34- hematopoietic cells. (d) CD3 and CD20 expression on CD34- cells 
(e) B1 cells (CD43+CD27+) within CD3-CD20+ B cells 
 
Fig. 5 V(D)J recombination and early B cell differentiation is maintained in the absence 
of IL7 signaling 
Quantitative PCR analysis of gene expression, presented relative to expression in 
CD34+CD10+ CLP cells for (a) DNA nucleotidylexotransferase (DNTT, aka TDT) (b) 
Recombination activating gene 1 (RAG1) (c) Early B Cell Factor 1 (EBF1) 
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Chapter 4 
Rapid Thymic Reconstitution Following Bone Marrow Transplantation  

in Neonatal Mice is VEGF-Dependent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chapter 4 presents research in which I participated on comparing thymic reconstitution in 

neonatal and adult mice post transplantation. Neonates undergo more rapid and efficient 

thymic reconstitution than adults, even when BM engraftment is minimal and in the 

absence of pre-transplantation radiation. Inhibition of VEGF prior to transplantation 

prevents rapid thymic reconstitution in neonates, but has no effect on thymic 

reconstitution in adults.  

 

Lisa Ann Kohn designed, performed, collected, and analyzed experiments. 
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78+.$.!23!#$%2*.('(&('2*B!'##$.7$%('6$!23!'##+,'+('2*J!W/(82&08!(8$!,+(+!3#2)!K/2(233!

$(!+/J!?@LA!4+.!0$*$#+($,!'*!+!,'33$#$*(!(#+*.7/+*(+('2*!.$(('*0!3#2)!2&#!24*!P+,&/(!

'##+,'+($,!)'%$!6$#.&.!*$2*+(+/!)'%$QB!(8$!@!.(&,'$.!.8+#$!(8$!%2*%$7(!(8+(!$+#/9!+*,!

/+($!(89)'%!#$%2*.('(&('2*!)+9!:$!)$,'+($,!:9!,'33$#$*(!)$%8+*'.).J!

X$!7#272.$!(8+(!8'08!/2%+/!ST=U!.7$%'3'%+//9!+33$%(.!(8$!$+#/9!78+.$!23!(89)'%!

.$$,'*0!'*!*$2*+($.B!+.!ST=U!'*8':'('2*!#$,&%$.!(89)2%9($!*&):$#.!H!4$$C.!+3($#!

MNOJ!M9!V!4$$C.!+3($#!MNOB!48$*!(8$!,$/'6$#9!23!(89)'%!7#$%&#.2#.!'.!,$7$*,$*(!

2*!7#$6'5!2&./9!,$.%#':$,!)$%8+*'.).!23!#$%#&'()$*(!3#2)!(8$!MNB!(8$!$33$%(!23!

ST=U!'*8':'('2*!2*!(89)2%9($!*&):$#.!'.!*2(!$6',$*(J!O8'.!/+($#!7#2,&%('2*!23!

)+##245,$#'6$,!(89)2%9($.!7#$.&)+:/9!26$#/+7.!+*,!3&#(8$#!+,,.!(2!(8$!

(89)272'$.'.!,$#'6$,!3#2)!(8$!'*'5!('+/!78+.$!23!(89)'%!.$$,'*0B!(8$#$:9!+%%2&*('*0!

32#!8'08$#!/$6$/.!23!(89)2%9($!7#2,&%('2*!'*!*$2*+($.!$6$*!+(!/+($#!(')$!72'*(.J!

;2##'((!$(!+/J!?VA!32&*,!(8+(!+(!/$+.(!"H!,+9.!P+6$#+0$!J"L!,+9.Q!4$#$!#$Y&'#$,!32#!

%$//.!$*($#'*0!(8$!+,&/(!(89)&.!(2!#$+%8!(8$!2&($#!%2#($Z!+*,!:$0'*!(2!,'33$#$*5!
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$%&$'!%($)!*+!,'--./!&(0!'1'(!23!4!5''6.!&7$'8!$8&(.9-&(:!$&$%)(/!;).$!0)()8!,'--.!<&0!

()$!9&..'0!$<'!*=4!.$&>'!)7!0%77'8'($%&$%)(?!@(!)A8!)5(!.$A0%'./!?BCD!)7!0)()8!,'--.!

<&0!8'&,<'0!$<'!*+!.$&>'!)7!$<3;),3$'!0%77'8'(:!$%&$%)(!23!#!5''6.!&7$'8!

$8&(.9-&($&$%)(!)7!(')(&$&-!&(:!%;&-.?!EFGH!%(<%2%$%)(!%(!$<'!('52)8(!;%,'!.6'5'0!

$<'!$<3;),3$'!0%77'8'($%&$%)(!$)5&80!&!;)8'!%;;&$A8'!9<'()$39'!5%$<!&!<%><'8!

78'IA'(,3!)7!*=!&(0!8'-&:!$%1'-3!7'5'8!*+!$<3;),3$'.?!J'!9).$A-&$'!$<&$!%(!('5:!

2)8(!;%,'/!EFGH:0'9'(0'($!1&.,A-&$A8'!9'8;%$.!8&9%0!%(>8'..!)7!$<3;%,!

98)>'(%$)8.!K9)..%2-3!'1'(!23!0%8',$!.''0%(>!2'7)8'!;&88)5!'(>8&7$;'($L/!5<%,<!

$<'(!A(0'8>)!98)-%7'8&$%)(!%(!&(!';9$3!(%,<'!8'.A-$%(>!%(!8&9%0!&(0!8)2A.$!

8',)(.$%$A$%)(!)7!$<'!$<3;A.?!@$!%.!&-.)!9)..%2-'!$<&$!-),&-!EFGH!;'0%&$'.!8&9%0!

8',)(.$%:!$A$%)(!)7!$<'!$<3;A.!23!&A>;'($%(>!0%77'8'($%&$%)(!)7!*=!$)!*+!

$<3;),3$'./!&(0!.A2.'IA'($!98)-%7'8&$%)(!$<8)A><!;',<&(%.;.!$<&$!&8'!3'$!$)!2'!

'-A,%0&$'0?!

@$!%.!%($8%>A%(>!$)!.9',A-&$'!5<'$<'8!$<'!98),'..'.!0'.,8%2'0!<'8'!%(!$<'!;A8%('!

.'$$%(>!;&3!&-.)!,)($8%2:!A$'!$)!$<'!8)2A.$!$<3;)9)%'.%.!.''(!%(!,-%(%,&-!$8&(.:!

9-&($&$%)(.!)7!%(7&($./!9&8$%,A-&8-3!%(!$<).'!5%$<!MN@*!5<)/!5%$<)A$!

98'$8&(.9-&($&$%)(!,)(0%$%)(%(>/!,&(!&,<%'1'!8&9%0!O!,'--!8',)(.$%$A$%)(!5%$<!-%$$-'!)8!

()!0)()8!,)($8%2A$%)(!$)!$<'!;3'-)%0!&(0!P!,'--!-%('&>'.!Q#R/#ST?!UA8!7%(0%(>.!8'1'&-!

98'1%)A.-3!A(8'9)8$'0!;',<&(%.;.!$<&$!;'0%&$'!'77%,%'($!$<3;%,!8',)(.$%$A$%)(!%(!

(')(&$'./!&(0!98'.'($!()1'-!9&$<5&3.!$<&$!;%><$!2'!$&8>'$'0!$)!%;98)1'!9).$:!PVO!

%;;A('!8',)(.$%$A$%)(!%(!$<'!&0A-$?!

!

!
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!

$%&'()!"!

*)+,-.-/!0%1)!23+4!(-5%6!-,6!(+7'2.!.380%1!()1+,2.%.'.%+,!-9.)(!:;<=!

>)25%.)!2%0%/-(!5-..)(,2!+9!?@!13%0)(%20!%,!7+.3!-&)!&(+'52A!-!5(+9+',6!6%99)(),1)!

4-2!2)),!%,!.3)!5-..)(,!+9!.380%1!()1+,2.%.'.%+,!7).4)),!,)+,-.-/!-,6!-6'/.!

()1%5%),.2B!C,!5-(-//)/!4%.3!?@!13%0)(%20A!()1+,2.%.'.%+,!+9!.3)!.380'2!%,!-6'/.2!

4-2!-/0+2.!',6).)1.-7/)!%,!,+,D%((-6%-.)6!()1%5%),.2A!-,6!4-2!2%&,%9%1-,./8!

%,1()-2)6!4%.3!%((-6%-.%+,!E$%&'()!"?A!5!F!GBGG"H!

!

$%&'()!I!!

C00-.'()!J-21'/-(!-(13%.)1.'()!-,6!(+7'2.!.380%1!()1+,2.%.'.%+,!-()!/+2.!6'(%,&!.3)!

9%(2.!4))K!+9!5+2.,-.-/!/%9)B!ELH!C,!J%J+!.+0-.+!/)1.%,!2.-%,%,&!1+05-(%,&!J-21'/-.'()!

7).4)),!,)47+(,!E/)9.!5-,)/H!-,6!-6'/.!E(%&3.!5-,)/H!%00',)D1+05).),.!E<MN?/OPH!

-,6!%00',)D6)9%1%),.!E*Q>O!;<C>O7I0RORH!0%1)B!E?H!S-21'/-(!),6+.3)/%-/!&(+4.3!

9-1.+(!ESTU$HD=(-5!()6'1)2!J-21'/-(!6),2%.8!+9!,)47+(,!.380%!%,!%00',)D

1+05).),.!E<MN?/O!PH!-,6!%00',)D6)9%1%),.!E*;UH!0%1)B!<+,.(+/!0%1)!4)()!.()-.)6!

4%.3!3$1B!E<A!>H!T99)1.!+9!3+2.!-&)!+,!7+,)!0-((+4!E<H!-,6!.380%1!()1+,2.%.'.%+,!

E>HB!*;U!,)+,-.-/!0%1)!4)()!.(-,25/-,.)6!4%.3!<>VMBI"!7+,)!0-((+4!E?@H!4%.3+'.!

%((-6%-.%+,!-.!6-8!"A!VA!NA!-,6!"G!+9!/%9)A!E,!M!VA!NA!NA!-,6!W!0%1)A!()25)1.%J)/8H!-,6!

-,-/8X)6!-.!#!4))K2!5+2.R7+,)!0-((+4!.(-,25/-,.-.%+,!E?@=HB!L//!,'07)(2!-()!

0)-,!P!;T@B!

!

$%&'()!#!!
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$%&'()%*!+,-./0+)1%)!2*.3/0!4%'/.*!5$6789!1,01:1/1.,!1;<%1*&!+%*)=!/0=;1'!

+,2*%4/;+,/!.4!-.,.*!'+))&!1,!;1'+!/*%,&<)%,/+-!%&!,+.,%/+&>!:(/!,./!%-()/&?!5@9!

A(;:+*!.4!/0=;.'=/+&!1,!,.,1**%-1%/+-!,+.,%/+&!0%*B+&/+-!%/!C!3++D&!508'!E:)%'D!

:%*&F!,!G!HI!$678JK*%<!E2*+=!:%*&F!,!G!""I!LM!N?O"9!%,-!P!3++D&!508'!,!G!"#I!$678J

K*%<!,!G!""I!M!G?CO9?!5Q9!A(;:+*!.4!/0=;.'=/+&!1,!1**%-1%/+-!,+.,%/+&!0%*B+&/+-!%/!

C!3++D&!508'!,!G!PI!$678JK*%<!,!G!GI!M!G?"#9!%,-!P!3++D&!508'!,!G!GI!$678JK*%<!,!G!

#I!M!G?G9?!5R9!A(;:+*!.4!/0=;.'=/+&!1,!1**%-1%/+-!%-()/&!0%*B+&/+-!%/!C!3++D&!508'!,!

G!SI!$678J!K*%<!,!G!PI!M!G?#S9!.*!P!3++D&!508'!,!G!TI!$678JK*%<!,!G!PI!M!G?S#9?!M!

B%)(+&!3+*+!(,'0%,2+-!30+,!/0=;.'=/+!,(;:+*&!3+*+!,.*;%)1U+-!/.!:.-=!3+120/>!

/.!%''.(,/!4.*!/0+!&;%))+*!&1U+!.4!/0+!$678JK*%<!/*+%/+-!;1'+?!5VJW9!M+*'+,/%2+!.4!

RV#XRVSXI!-.(:)+J,+2%/1B+!5VA9!5VJ89!%,-!RV#"RVS"I!-.(:)+J<.&1/1B+!5VM9!57JW9!

/0=;.'=/+&!4*.;!;1'+!/*+%/+-!31/0!08'!5:)%'D!:%*&9!%,-!$678JK*%<!52*+=!:%*&9!

:+4.*+!/*%,&<)%,/%/1.,?!5V>!79!A.,1**%-1%/+-!,+.,%/+&!0%*B+&/+-!C!3++D&!508'!,!G!HI!

$678JK*%<!,!G!G9!%,-!P!3++D&!508'!,!G!SI!$678JK*%<!,!G!P9!<.&//*%,&<)%,/%/1.,?!56>!

Y9!W**%-1%/+-!,+.,%/+&!0%*B+&/+-!C!3++D&!508'!,!G!GI!$678JK*%<!,!G!C>!LM!N?O"9!%,-!

P!3++D&!508'!,!G!GI!$678JK*%<!,!G!#9!<.&//*%,&<)%,/%/1.,?!58>!W9>!W**%-1%/+-!%-()/&!

0%*J!B+&/+-!C!3++D&!508'!,!G!#I!$678JK*%<!,!G!X9!%,-!P!3++D&!508'!,!G!PI!$678J

K*%<!,!G!P9!<.&//*%,&<)%,/%/1.,?!5ZJ[9!Y\6!&/%1,&!.4!/0=;1!4*.;!A]7!;1'+!/*+%/+-!%&!

-+&'*1:+-!1,!5@JR9!0%*B+&/+-!%/!C!%,-!P!3++D&?!@))!1;%2+&!&0.3,!%*+!%/!.*121,%)!

;%2,141'%/1.,!#?!5Z9!A.,1**%-1%/+-!A]7!;1'+!/*%,&<)%,/+-!%&!,+.,%/+&?!5^9!W**%-1%/+-!

A]7!;1'+!/*%,&<)%,/+-!%&!,+.,%/+&?!5[9!W**%-1%/+-!A]7!;1'+!/*%,&<)%,/+-!%&!%-()/&?!

W,!5[9>!/0+!)%*2+&/!+_%;<)+&!.4!/1&&(+!4*.;!/0+!CJ3++D!%-()/!'.0.*/&!%*+!&0.3,!

:+'%(&+>!1,!;.&/!'%&+&>!/0+!/0=;(&!3%&!,./!-+/+'/+-?!
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!

$%&'()*+,-.+'/0!

1+!)(2*,!*3&+!/(!/45'&!6573'!84290/('!:;+-+'+9('!<459.5%+2/3%5*0=!8599>/()'=!

?@A!B(9!-+'+9(20*>!C9(73,3'-!4D%!5',!EF6DG895CH!I(95!J590&>!5',!F)5!K+*3'0&5!

:LMI$A=!5',!N+003%5!O%4(*+0!5',!D+*3%35!L(,9+5!:J9(5,!O/+.!L+**!;+0+59%4!L+'/+9!

B*()!%>/(.+/9>!%(9+=!PLI$A!B(9!50030/5'%+!)3/4!B*()!%>/(.+/9>H!L43'/5'!<59+&4=!

J93*+!L42'-=!F93%5!O*(5'!5',!Q5/4+93'+!R('5-45'!B(9!3'75*25S*+!%(..+'/0!5',!

B++,S5%&T!8430!)(9&!)50!02CC(9/+,!S>!5!L5*3B(9'35!U'0/3/2/+!B(9!;+-+'+95/37+!

R+,3%3'+!B+**()043C!/(!$T;TL!:LMI$A=!5',!-95'/0!B9(.!/4+!?5/3('5*!U'0/3/2/+0!(B!

M+5*/4!:"<V"$UVWXYZYA!5',!L5*3B(9'35!U'0/3/2/+!(B!;+-+'+95/37+!R+,3%3'+!-95'/!

:;R"GV"WVWA!/(!6TRTLT!

D3'5'%35*![30%*(029+\!84+!52/4(90!457+!'(/43'-!/(!,30%*(0+!

!

$2/4(9!L('/93S2/3('0!5',!L('B*3%/!(B!U'/+9+0/0!

$T;TLT=!JT8TOT!5',!6TRTLT!,+03-'+,!9+0+59%4!5',!)9(/+!/4+!C5C+9T!$T;TLT=!JT8TOT=!OT6T=!

IT$TQT=!NTNT!5',!NT$T!C+9B(9.+,!9+0+59%4=!%(**+%/+,=!5'5*>]+,!5',!3'/+9C9+/+,!,5/5T!^T1T!

C+9B(9.+,!0/5/30/3%5*!5'5*>030T!84+!52/4(90!,+%*59+!'(!%('B*3%/!(B!3'/+9+0/T!

<2S*304+9_0![30%*53.+9\!8430!30!5!<[D!B3*+!(B!5'!2'+,3/+,!.5'20%93C/!/45/!450!S++'!

5%%+C/+,!B(9!C2S*3%5/3('T!$0!5!0+973%+!/(!(29!%20/(.+90!)+!59+!C9(73,3'-!/430!+59*>!

7+903('!(B!/4+!.5'20%93C/T!84+!.5'20%93C/!)3**!2',+9-(!%(C>+,3/3'-=!/>C+0+//3'-=!

5',!9+73+)!(B!/4+!9+02*/3'-!C9((B!S+B(9+!3/!30!C2S*304+,!3'!3/0!B3'5*!%3/5S*+!B(9.T!

<*+50+!'(/+!/45/!,293'-!/4+!C9(,2%/3('!C9(%+00!+99(90!.5>!S+!,30%(7+9+,!)43%4!

%(2*,!5BB+%/!/4+!%('/+'/=!5',!5**!*+-5*!,30%*53.+90!/45/!5CC*>!/(!/4+!`(29'5*!C+9/53'T!
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!

$%&%'%()%*!

"+!,-'./-(!$0!1%2(3%'4!56+!6//7(89842)-9!'%)8(*:2:7:28(!&8998;2(4!38(%!/-''8;!

:'-(*<9-(:-:28(+!6//7(89!$%=+!">>?@"A?B?CDE+!F,73G%HI!

J+!K:8'%.!L0!M%HH%*!G0!5N-(!O0!P7-'H!Q0!P%94!R0!RN-9-(H8(!S0!%:!-9+!$%)8(*:2:7:28(!8&!

:N%!2//7(%!*T*:%/!-&:%'!N%/-:8<82%:2)!*:%/!)%99!:'-(*<9-(:-:28(!2(!N7/-(*+!K%/2(!

6//7(8<-:N89+!JUUE@CUVWXBWJADC?+!F,73G%HI!

C+!5'%(4%'!10!Q9-Y-'!Q$0!P899-(H%'!MZ+![NT/2)![\)%99!H%=%98</%(:!2(!-9984%(%2)!

*:%/!)%99!:'-(*<9-(:-:28(+!Q988H+!JU""@""?VJAXB#?#ED?#+!F,GR!&'%%!-':2)9%I!

F,73G%HI!

W+!R27'%-!K]0!G79-(8=2)N!^0!L2-(4!S0!Q-**%::!$0!$8(H8(!M0!G)G-((2*!L0!%:!-9+!

_T/<N8)T:%!'%)8=%'T!<'%H2):*!87:)8/%*!2(!)8'H!3988H!-(H![!)%99\H%<9%:%H!

N-<982H%(:2)-9!*:%/!)%99!:'-(*<9-(:-:28(+!Q289!Q988H!G-''8;!['-(*<9-(:+!

JU""@"?VEXB""#>D?A+!F,73G%HI!

A+!K%44%;2**!$0!`2(*%9%!P+!6//7(%!'%)8(*:2:7:28(!-&:%'!-9984%(%2)!:'-(*<9-(:-:28(!

-(H!%a<-(H2(4!8<:28(*!&8'!2//7(8/8H79-:28(B!-(!7<H-:%+!Q988H+!

JU"U@""AV">XBCE#"DE+!F,73G%HI!

#+!,8''2::!P`0!M8'H8(!50!,%:'2%!P[+!52(%:2)*!8&!K:%-HT\*:-:%!b2&&%'%(:2-:28(!-(H!

G-<<2(4!8&!6(:'-:NT/2)\*24(-92(4!`(=2'8(/%(:*!3T!K:%/!R%99!['-(*<9-(:-:28(!2(!

c8(2''-H2-:%H!G2)%+!L87'(-9!8&!`a<%'2/%(:-9!G%H2)2(%+!JUUC@">EV#XB>A?D>#J+!F,GR!

&'%%!-':2)9%I!F,73G%HI!
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#$!%&'()*!+,-!.&/0)/1!.2-!3)4567*08!9:-!;&1)<!::-!%&<)!2;$!=>)!/6<)!6?!1>)!1>'4@*!

8(!844@()!/)A6(*181@186(!8(!&B8(B-!C6()!4&//67!1/&(*5<&(1&186(-!&(D!%EFG"!

8(?)A186($!H((@!I)J!E44@(6<$!KLLLM"NOPKQRSL$!T;@C.)DU!

N$!.&A0&<<!V2-!,<)8*>)/!=H-!+/67(!.I-!H(D/8A>!.;-!V>)(!VV-!,)@)/*1)8(!E.-!)1!&<$!

HB)-!1>'46568)*8*-!&(D!V:WX!=G<'45>6A'1)!/)B)()/&186(!&?1)/!8(1)(*8J)!

A>)461>)/&5'$!Y!Z(B<![!.)D$!"QQPM\\K]\^O"W\RQ$!T;@C.)DU!

Q$!%&084!,=-!.)46(!3H-!V)5)D&!I-![6()*!ZV-!V>67!V_-!_&*1)(G356/1)*!V-!)1!&<$!HB)G

D)5)(D)(1!8(A8D)(A)-!184)!A6@/*)-!&(D!A6(*)`@)(A)*!6?!1>'48A!/)()7&<!8(!&D@<1*$![!

V<8(!E(J)*1$!KLLPM""P]W^OQ\LRQ$!T;.V!?/))!&/18A<)U!T;@C.)DU!

"L$!Z'/8A>!.-!a6<<('!9-!=b&/8C&*A>)J!Y-!:8)1b!_-!+/@BB)/!:-!+&D)/!;-!)1!&<$!c(*)1!6?!

1>'48A!/)A6J)/'!&(D!5<&1)&@!6?!1>'48A!6@15@1!&/)!D8??)/)(18&<<'!/)B@<&1)D!&?1)/!*1)4!

A)<<!1/&(*5<&(1&186(!8(!A>8<D/)($!+86<!+<66D!.&//67!=/&(*5<&(1$!KLLPM""]\^O"QWR

KLP$!T;@C.)DU!

""$!+@A0<)'!I%$!.6<)A@<&/!D)?)A1*!8(!>@4&(!*)J)/)!A64C8()D!844@(6D)?8A8)(A'!

&(D!&55/6&A>)*!16!844@()!/)A6(*181@186($!H((@!I)J!E44@(6<$!KLLWMKKOSKPRPP$!

T;@C.)DU!

"K$!.')/*!2H$!%)4&16568)18A!*1)4!A)<<!1/&(*5<&(1&186(!?6/!*)J)/)!A64C8()D!

844@(6D)?8A8)(A'!8(!1>)!()6(&1&<!5)/86D!<)&D*!16!*@5)/86/!1>'48A!6@15@1!&(D!

845/6J)D!*@/J8J&<$!+<66D$!KLLKMQQ]\^ON#KRN#N$!T;@C.)DU!

"\$!V@DD8>'!HI-!9)!3-!d>@![-![&(B![-!V>8DB)'!H-!=>@/*16(!9-!)1!&<$!FZ9,G4)D8&1)D!
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 
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 To summarize my findings, the majority of my research presented in this thesis 

focused on the identification of a functionally and molecularly distinct stage of early 

human hematopoietic commitment. This stage of commitment corresponds to the loss of 

erythroid and megakaryocytic potential while maintaining the capacity to generate all 

cells of the lymphoid lineage and the monocytic/macrophage cells of the myeloid lineage. 

These progenitors are distinctive from all previously identified human BM lymphoid-

committed progenitors, in that this population lacks the cell surface antigen CD10 and 

therefore does not have a bias toward B cell potential and minimal T and NK cell 

potential. These cells are functionally analogous to a population of cells described in 

mouse, the Lymphoid-primed Multi-Potent Progenitor (LMPP), and both the mouse 

LMPP and our novel human LMPP are strong candidates to be thymic seeding cells. 

 From this work, our future directions are to investigate the transcriptional 

regulatory network that guides loss of self-renewal capacity and loss of lineage potential 

through a thorough evaluation of changes amongst HSC, LMPPs, CLPs and Pre-B cells. 

After examining these populations in bulk, we will focus on profiling transcription 

factors in individual cells. Profiling individual cells will provide insight into functionally 

significant variations in individual cell’s regulatory network, rather than average 

expression data for all of the cells examined. These examinations may provide insight 

into new categories of molecular diversity of cells with similar surface protein 

expression.  

 The concepts of identifying a functionally distinct stage of early human lympho-

myeloid commitment can be useful to several clinically relevant questions. In HSCT, the 

CD34+ content of a graft has significant impact on clinical outcome, including time to 
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neutrophil and platelet recovery, severity of graft vs host disease, and overall survival. 

However, there is no marker that can be used to quantitate grafts specifically for 

lymphoid content, analogous to overall CD34+ content. A clinical study could quantitate 

the percent of primitive, lymphoid primed population phenotype in BM grafts to 

determine if there is a link between of percentage of LMPP cells and time to lymphoid 

cell recovery and overall transplant outcome.   

 Mobilized Peripheral Blood (MPB) is a major source of cells for HSCT and tumor 

immunotherapy. However, little is known about the function or phenotype of MPB 

progenitors with strong lymphoid capacity. Using similar techniques to our investigations 

in BM, we could examine MPB for to discover similarly primitive, lymphoid primed 

cells. 

 The data presented in Chapter 3 underscores the importance of studying disordered 

human lymphopoiesis alongside investigations of murine differentiation despite the 

technical and logistical difficulties of acquiring and studying human tissue. We applied 

the identification of the human LMPP progenitor population in normal BM to the 

clinically relevant question how the lack of IL2RG signaling affects the regulation of the 

lymphoid commitment. The in-progress studies demonstrate that the earliest stages of B 

lymphoid development are unaffected by defects in IL2RG signaling in these human 

patients.  

 The results of these studies highlight the critical differences between lymphopoiesis 

in mice and humans, and the importance of overcoming experimental hurdles in order to 

directly investigate human lymphoid commitment.  
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Appendix 
 

The human bone marrow samples originate from UCLA (waste cells from filters of 

healthy allogeneic BM collections) and Commercial Sources (AllCells), which supplies 

only fully de-identified human samples. The memorandum entitled “Determination That 

IRB Review is Not Required” from the UCLA Office For Protection of Human Research 

Subjects states because that “the samples provided by these sources will include no 

information by means of which you can identify donors, the activities included in the 

above noted submission do NOT involve “human subjects” and therefore do NOT require 

UCLA IRB review or certification or exemption from IRB review.” Therefore, although 

this work uses human samples, these are not human subjects, as the samples are de-

identified. 




